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The Lutheran chorale fascinated Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1947) to the 

extent that it became a signature element in some of his major works. The purpose of this 

study is to examine how and why he incorporated chorales and "pseudo-chorales" in 

three oratorios (Paulus, Op. 36, 1836; Elijah, Op. 70, 1846; Christus, Op. 97, 1847, 

unfinished), and two symphonies (#2 "Lobgesang," Op. 52, 1840; #5 "Reformation," 

1830, Op. 107, publ. posth.) It also considers the effects of these issues on musical 

performance. 

Four influences upon Mendelssohn's inclusion of the chorale form are 

investigated: the music of J.S. Bach (1685-1750); Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834, 

theologian); Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832, author and poet); and Karl 

Friedrich Schinkel (1781-1841, painter and architect). The five works are analyzed in an 

attempt to illustrate how these influences led Mendelssohn to introduce chorales, with or 

without texts, with the intention of more fully engaging his audiences in the sacred drama 

the works produce, a supposition that has important implications for the musical 

phrasing, vocal color, articulation, dynamics, tempi, and momentum within and between 

movements. An over-arching purpose of this study is to provide a basis for more 

informed performances of Mendelssohn's oratorios and symphonies—a clearer 

understanding of his motives for including the chorale form is a logical beginning. 

While the influence of Bach's music on Mendelssohn—especially St. Matthew 

Passion with its extensive use of the chorale—is generally accepted, there is much debate 

about Mendelssohn's theological proclivities and their influence on his music. 
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Mendelssohn's letters indicate that it is Schleiermacher's Christo-centric theology—not a 

Jewish or humanistic approach as propounded by others—that explains Mendelssohn's 

faith and explicates one of the motivations/purposes in his life. The comprehension of 

this motivation, especially relating to his use of chorales, is prerequisite to the effective 

interpretation of Mendelssohn's chorale-based works. Goethe and Schinkel, as leaders of 

the neoclassical trend in the arts and undeniable influences on Mendelssohn, provided 

additional encouragement for Mendelssohn's employment of the older musical form. 

This formative confluence led Mendelssohn to adopt the chorale as the emblem of his 

musical, theological, and philosophical ideals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Lutheran chorale fascinated Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1947) to the 

extent that it became a signature element in some of his major works. The purpose of this 

study is to examine how and why he incorporated chorales and "pseudo-chorales" in 

three oratorios (Paulus, Op. 36, 1836; Elijah, Op. 70, 1846; Christus, Op. 97, 1847, 

unfinished), and two symphonies (#2 Lobgesang, Op. 52, 1840; #5 "Reformation, " 1830, 

Op. 107, publ. posth.) It also considers the effects of these issues on musical 

performance. 

The New Oxford Companion to Music (NOC) defines the term "chorale" in the 

following manner: 

Chorale: English term for the strophic congregational hymns of the Protestant 
Church in Germany. The German word. Choral, from which it is derived, 
originally signified a plainchant melody sung chorally, but from the late 16^'' 
century its meaning was widened to include vernacular hymns.... Strictly 
speaking, the word 'chorale' means both the text and the melody of a hymn, as a 
single unit, but not infrequently the term is used to describe the music only— 
either a single-line melody or a fiilly harmonized version as in the four-part 
settings of Bach.' 

"Pseudo-chorale" is a term created specifically for musical passages exhibiting the 

following characteristics: 

• hymn-like melody in the upper voice that is not drawn from the Lutheran 

musical tradition 

• accompaniment provided by other voices or instruments 

• chordal or contrapuntally-enlivened homophony 

' The New Oxford Companion to Music, s.v., "Chorale," by Jim Samson. 
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Mendelssohn's fascination with the chorale could have been a consequence of his 

interest in the works or influence of several individuals, including J.S. Bach (1685-1750); 

Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834, theologian); Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-

1832, author and poet); and Karl Friedrich Schinkel (1781-1841, painter and architect). 

Mendelssohn became familiar with the thinking and art of pre-eminent contemporaries as 

a consequence of his upbringing. As son of a wealthy banker, Abraham Mendelssohn, 

(1776-1835), and grandson of the famous philosopher, Moses Mendelssohn, (1729-

1786), Felix enjoyed a privileged lifestyle. Mendelssohn's parents "spared no effort or 

expense in surrounding their children, from the earliest age, with gifted educators in an 

array of fields:" e.g., literature, music, painting, arithmetic, French, and classical 

languages, as well as gymnastics, swimming, dancing, chess, and horse riding. Among 

his many music teachers and/or influences were Marie Bigot, Pierre Baillot, Ludwig 

Berger, Carl Wilhelm Henning, A.W. Bach, and Carl Friedrich Zelter, with particular 

significance given to Zelter whose teaching was rooted in the music of J.S. Bach.^ 

At the height of the Enlightenment period, the Mendelssohns were known and 

respected by the Jewish and Christian communities throughout Prussia, and the Mendels

sohn home in Berlin served as the gathering place on Sunday afternoons for the leaders of 

the area—including renowned scholars and innovators in the sciences, performers in the 

visual and performing arts, as well as writers in the literary arts, philosophy, and 

theology. The participants, some of whom had tutored Mendelssohn, included Alexander 

von Humboldt, scientist; Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, philosopher; G.A.H. Stenzel, 

'J 

Peter Mercer-Taylor, The Life of Mendelssohn (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000), 32-33. 
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historian; and Schleiermacher, who was instrumental in shaping Mendelssohn's theology. 

As a youngster, Mendelssohn was also introduced to Goethe—with whom he enjoyed a 

close friendship—and to the work of one of the foremost painters and architects of the 

time, Friedrich Schinkel, both leaders of the neo-classical movement in the arts. Thus, 

Mendelssohn was regularly exposed to a high level of intellectual discourse and debate, 

and to the ideals of the leading artists, which significantly affected the development of his 

intellect and musicianship. 

This study will attempt to demonstrate that Mendelssohn, as a result of the 

influence of Bach, Schleiermacher, Goethe, and Schinkel, introduced chorales, with or 

without texts, into some of his large choral and orchestral works with the intention of 

more fully engaging his audiences in the sacred drama they produce, a supposition that 

has important implications for the musical phrasing, vocal color, articulation, dynamics, 

tempi, and momentum within and between movements. An over-arching purpose of this 

study is to provide a basis for more informed performances of Mendelssohn's oratorios 

and symphonies—a clearer understanding of his motives for including the chorale form is 

a logical beginning. 
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Chapter 1 

INFLUENCE OF BACH 

Musicologists have often recognized the influence of J.S. Bach's music on 

Mendelssohn. His early musical training with C.F. Zelter, (1758-1832), a promulgator of 

the pedagogical methods of Bach, was formative according to Larry Todd, who stated 

that "Mendelssohn's musical personality was forged and refined" by tutelage from Zelter, 

whose instructional techniques can be traced to J.S. Bach. Zelter had studied with Carl 

Friedrich Christian Fasch, (1688-1758, founder, Berlin Singakademie,) and with Johann 

Philipp Kimberger, (1721-1783), both of whom had experienced Bach's methods during 

their close association with Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788), son and student of 

J.S. Bach.^ 

Kimberger also had studied with J.S. Bach for two years, and, subsequently, dedi

cated significant time to summarizing Bach's pedagogical and compositional techniques. 

Kimberger regarded J.S. Bach as the supreme composer, performer and teacher. 
He regretted that Bach left no didactic or theoretical works and tried through his 
own teaching and writing to propagate 'Bach's method.' His devotion to this 
cause is reflected in 14 years' intermittent effort to obtain the publication of all 
Bach's four-part chorales."^ 

Kimberger's Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in derMusik, (1771-79), based largely on the 

study of four and five part chorales, was acknowledged as "a formal theoretical system 

^Portions of this chapter are based on R. Larry Todd, Mendelssohn's Musical 
Education: A Study and Edition of His Exercises in Composition (London: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983). 

"^Serwer, Howard, s.v., "Kimberger, Johann Philipp." New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, 2"^ ed. 
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illustrative of Bach's teaching." Zelter's approach was rooted in Die Kunst, therefore, 

Mendelssohn's "workbook establishes clearly that the treatise was still held in high 

esteem in Berlin several decades after its first appearance in the 1770s." 

Zelter's leadership of the Singakademie had J.S. Bach's music as its primary 

focus. The philanthropic assistance of Sara Levy, Mendelssohn's great-aunt, and 

Abraham, his father, made it possible for this institution to become a repository for 

Bach's music; its collection consisted of more than 100 manuscript scores and parts of 

cantatas, masses, Passion music, organ works, keyboard suites, Brandenberg concerti, 

orchestral suites, the Musical Offering, and the Art of the Fugue. Todd stressed the 

importance of this by pointing out that few of Bach's compositions appeared in print 

during the eighteenth century. 

The two ways by which the Bach tradition was sustained in Prussia during the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were by theoretical discussion and by 
performance. In Berlin Kimberger attempted to formulate the essence of Bach's 
teaching; in Berlin many of Bach's works were revived. And in this environment 
Mendelssohn's musical personality was forged and refined.^ 

Outside Berlin, Bach's music was often criticized. In a letter to his sister Fanny 

Mendelssohn, Mendelssohn wrote of an experience in Paris in which Bach was criticized 

by musicians as "an old pedant stuffed with too much learning"—an opinion not 

restricted to that city. In Germany, during Bach's lifetime, Adolph Scheibe attacked his 

music by labeling it "confused, turgid, and even unnatural." Todd explains that "musical 

erudition was now less valued than musical enlightenment." Due in part to the efforts of 

Kimberger, Fasch and Zelter, Berlin served as a center for the perpetuation of Bach's 

^Todd, Mendelssohn's Musical Education, 11. 



teaching and music. Mendelssohn's association with the Singakademie, as well as his 

relationship with Zelter, were among the most important in arousing his fascination with 

Bach. 

In 1823, Mendelssohn was presented with a copy of the St. Matthew Passion as a 

Christmas gift from Sara Levy. He studied the work intensely, never thinking that he 

would lead the work in performance, given that it had not been heard since Bach's last 

performance. As early as 1827, while still in Berlin, Mendelssohn gathered friends for a 

sing-through. At the urging of Eduard Devrient (1801-1877), and with permission from 

Zelter, in 1829 he conducted a momentous performance of it with the Singakademie. 

Two additional performances were quickly scheduled, 21 March (Bach's birthday), and 

12 April (Holy Week) - a prior engagement in England prevented him from conducting 

the latter. 

Mendelssohn's leading of the 1829 revival of Bach's St. Matthew Passion, BWV 

244, has been described as a crowning achievement of his youth, and, therefore, can be 

presumed to have had a significant impact on his musical development both as a com

poser and conductor. It can be argued that Mendelssohn's study and performance of this 

work was paramount in his fascination with Bach's music and ideals. As a youngster who 

twice weekly attended Singakademie rehearsals, Mendelssohn was captivated by the 

sounds of Bach's music. He would have learned about Bach's musical, theological, and 

philosophical ideals through an oral tradition handed down by the aforementioned 

teachers. As a mature young man who dedicated at least five years to the study of one of 

Bach's greatest works, he became increasingly more interested in those ideals. 
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Why was Mendelssohn so taken with the St. Matthew Passionl It seems religion 

played a more significant role than is generally recognized. 

Religious aspects are among the most important in understanding why 
Mendelssohn chose a work by Bach, why he chose the [St. Matthew Passion], and 
why he made specific, extensive cuts in [it].^ 

Mendelssohn chose the St. Matthew Passion rather than the traditional work 

performed by the Singakademie during Passion week—Der Tod Jesu, of Karl Heinrich 

Graun, (1703? -1759). In addition to its inferior quality in comparison to Bach's work, 

Graun's text, considered "overtly anti-Jewish" by Todd, may have met with a negative 

reaction from the young musician who came from Jewish heritage. This heritage may 

also explain why he chose Bach's St. Matthew Passion rather than his St. John Passion 

for his conducting debut. The former work is focused "on Christ as suffering servant— 

one who is guiltless and whose death is brought on by the guilt of aW . . . whereas the 

latter may be interpreted as placing blame upon the Jews for killing him whom they 

would not accept as king." 

Documents from Mendelssohn and others illuminate the perception of the 

St. Matthew Passion as a work of religious depth. For instance, friend Adolph Bemhard 

Marx, called the work a "high-feast of religion and art," and a "living church service of 

the congregation." Subsequently, after hearing a performance under another conductor, 

Mendelssohn commented that "they sang with a devotion, as if they were in church ... 

^Much of the next several paragraphs is based on Michael Marissen, "Religious 
Aims in Mendelssohn's 1829 Berlin-Singakademie Performances of Bach's St. Matthew 
Passion" Musical Quarterly 11 {\99y). 
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the public ... felt that this was not a matter of music and concert, but rather of religion 

and church." 

For the revival performance in 1829 Mendelssohn cut some arias, chorales, and 

"snippets" from recitatives, mostly from the arrest and trial scene in Part Two. Other 

than concern for length, two influences on Mendelssohn's cuts are at work: Friedrich 

Schleiermacher's theology^ and the desire to avoid anti-Jewish texts. Nearly all of the 

cuts involved texts that "ran the risk of being perceived as anti-Jewish." Marissen 

describes Schleiermacher's influence: 

In particular, an essential element of Schleiermacher's thought is his Christo-
centric, communal theology. Schleiermacher stressed the second article of the 
creed ("I believe in one God the son") in contrast to Enlightenment deists, who 
emphasized the first ("God the father"). He also placed less emphasis on religious 
individualism and more on the (Protestant) congregation. The influence of 
Schleiermacher's ideas may help to explain why Mendelssohn keeps most of the 
verbatim biblical account (the recitatives) and the group responses (the chorales), 
but was less interested in the individual's responses (the arias).^ 

Within the St. Matthew Passion, more than in his other major works, Bach 

demonstrated his predilection for the chorale. 

Chorales were the cornerstone of Lutheran worship, and their appearance at focal 
points in [Bach's] Passions provided a link between elaborately composed music 
and that understood and participated in by the people.^ 

It is clear that the chorale texts were well known to the congregation, and 

^Mendelssohn's relationship to Schleiermacher and Mendelssohn's avowed 
acceptance of his theology are the focus of Chapter Two. 

^Marissen, 721. 

^Paul Steinitz, Bach's Passions (London: Elek, 1979), x. 
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knowledge of the words would have increased their sense of active participation 
not only in the music but in the events celebrated by the music. 

Within Paulus "there can be little question of Mendelssohn's intention to invoke 

St. Matthew through the chorales." In a letter to Pastor Julius Schubring, his friend and 

collaborator on Paulus, Mendelssohn asked him to "come up with chorales that are 

entirely on the order of the Bach Passion."'^ 

The following letter from Mendelssohn shows that he had been contemplating on 

the personality of Bach: 

That I have just now written a number of sacred works was an inner necessity for 
me, just as one feels sometimes driven to read a specific book, the Bible or 
something else, which is the only way to make oneself feel good. If it shows 
similarities to Seb. Bach, I once more cannot help it, since I wrote it according to 
my mood, and if I felt just like the old Bach when reading the words, so much the 
better for me. Because you will not think that I copy his forms, without content; 
if so, I could not finish a single piece due to disgust and emptiness.'^ 

Mendelssohn's admiration for Bach generated a humility expressed in the statement that 

"if I felt just like the old Bach, so much the better for me." Mendelssohn appreciated the 

sincere reflection of faith he perceived in Bach's music. His fascination with the St. 

Matthew Passion, and the manner in which Bach articulated many of his Christian ideals 

in the chorales, seems to be a major reason why Mendelssohn extensively used that form 

in his chorale cantatas, organ works, oratorios and symphonies. 

'"Paul Minear, Death Set to Music: Masterworks by Bach, Brahms, Penderecki, 
Bernstein (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1987), 47-48. 

"Peter Mercer-Taylor, "Rethinking Mendelssohn's Historicism: A Lesson from St. 
Paul," Journal of Musicology \5 (\991): 213. 

1 9 
Georg Feder, "On Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy's Sacred Music," in The 

Mendelssohn Companion, ed. Douglass Seaton (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 2001), 263. 
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Chapter 2 

INFLUENCE OF SCHLEIERMACHER 

There has been much debate among scholars about Mendelssohn's theological 

proclivities and their influence on his music. At the core of the debate is whether 

Mendelssohn was Jewish, Christian, Humanist, or a combination. The primary debaters 

are Eric Werner, Leon Botstein, and Jeffrey Sposato. 

Werner, one of the first biographers of Mendelssohn after World War II, 

described Mendelssohn as a hero of the Jewish people and as someone who strongly 

valued his Jewish heritage, and, however, was "never untrue to the rationalistic theology 

of Protestantism.^^ Werner cites Abraham Mendelssohn in an attempt to characterize the 

younger Mendelssohn's theological credo as "Judaism in transition." Botstein formulizes 

Werner's assessment of Mendelssohn's Protestantism as "a logical outgrowth of Judaism, 

an extension of a reformed and modernized Judaism."^'^ This concept of transitional faith 

is explained in a letter to Mendelssohn's sister Fanny Mendelssohn firom their father 

Abraham Mendelssohn on the occasion of her confirmation: 

The outward form of religion your teacher has given you is historical, and 
changeable like all human ordinances. Some thousands of years ago the Jewish 
form was the reigning one, then the heathen form, and now is the Christian .... 
We have educated you and your brothers and sister in the Christian faith, because 
it is the creed of most civilized people, and contains nothing that can lead you 

'^Eric Werner, Mendelssohn: A New Image of the Composer and His Age (New 
York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963), 208. 

^"^Leon Botstein, "Songs Without Words: Thoughts on Music, Theology, and the 
Role of the Jewish Question in the Works of Felix Mendelssohn," Musical Quarterly 77 
(1993), 566. 
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away from what is good, and much that guides you to love, obedience, tolerance, 
and resignation.'^ 

Abraham's ambivalence to a specific creed demonstrates the value he placed on 

the sociological aspects of religion rather than adherence to a particular doctrine—a 

reflection of the humanism of Moses Mendelssohn, his father and famous exemplar of the 

Enlightenment movement who had influenced Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). In this same 

letter, Abraham's humanism is further explicated: 

Does God exist? What is God? Is He a part of ourselves, and does he continue to 
live after the other part has ceased to be? And where? And how? All this I do 
not know, and therefore I have never taught you anything about it. But I know 
that there exists in me and in you and in all human beings an everlasting 
inclination towards all that is good, true, and right, and a conscience which warns 
and guides us when we go astray. I know it, I believe it, I live in this faith, and 
this is my religion."'^ 

Given Abraham's attitude, and Felix's education in the Christian faith (an 

education that began with his baptism at the age of 7), Sposato finds it difficult to observe 

any Jewish identification within Mendelssohn. Sposato argues that Mendelssohn was 

more influenced by a Humanism movement that embraced the late eighteenth-century 

Enlightenment ideals of rationalism and social tolerance. To strengthen his argument, 

Sposato applies the term Neuchrist^^ to Mendelssohn—a term used to describe Jewish 

persons who converted for purely political reasons. 

'^Jeffi-ey Sposato,"The [Self-] Identification of Mendelssohn as Jew," in Musical 
Quarterly 82 (1998), 201. 

'^Ibid., 201 

'^This term, used by Sposato and others, is applied to those whose conversion 
permitted an identification with the gradually ascending Nationalism movement with its 
concomitant devaluing of the Enlightenment ideal of tolerance. Although the percentage 
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In his dissertation, Sposato, in a seeming contradiction to his earlier assessment of 

Mendelssohn as an enlightened humanist concerned with social tolerance, claims that 

Mendelssohn unnecessarily included anti-Semitic texts in his oratorios, especially in his 

first oratorio, Paulus}^ Sposato further argues that Mendelssohn did this to assure his 

place in the majority Protestant culture—a defining aspect of Nationalism. 

While Sposato asserts that Mendelssohn tried to "distance himself from his 

heritage as much as possible," Botstein agrees with Werner's assessment that 

Mendelssohn valued his Jewish roots but practiced a rationalistic form of Protestantism. 

He claims that Mendelssohn's view of his own baptism was the "synthesis of past and 

present," an idealistic theory about the conversion of Neuchristen which does not 

consider the anti-Semitic attitude associated with Nationalism: 

It represented human progress in the modem age in which the Jewish tradition 
was preserved. The ultimate aim of the Jewish religion—the triumph of rational 
human wisdom in the name of God—understood in the sense of Moses 
Mendelssohn and realized by modem Protestantism, was therefore embraced 
psychologically by Felix Mendelssohn and rendered central to his vocation as a 
musician.'^ 

The advent of Protestant Christianity was itself a sign of human progress, for 
through it the historic religious divisions between Jew and Christian could be 

is unknown, it seems the majority of the converted identified more with the rationalism 
movement of the Enlightenment rather than Judaism. 

'^Jeffrey Sposato, The Price of Assimilation: The Oratorios of Felix Mendelssohn 
and the Nineteenth-Century Anti-Semitic Tradition (Ph.D. Diss., Brandeis University, 
2000). 

'^Botstein, "Songs Without Words," 575. 
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reconciled .. ..[Mendelssohn's] Christian faith focused on the extent to which 
Christianity was a universalization of Judaism.^® 

Applying his theory to Mendelssohn's music, Botstein states: 

Mendelssohn's prominent and public commitment to and interest in the theology 
of Christianity and his reverent use of music to evoke Christian faith and religious 
sentiment reflected a quality and depth of conviction that rivaled that of J.S. Bach. 
However, the residue of commitments to what Mendelssohn knew to be the 
heritage of his forebears is evident in his music. The texts Mendelssohn selected, 
the prominence played by the issues of conversion and graven images (in St. 
Paul), and attraction to the figure of Elijah are markers of the extent to which 
Mendelssohn devoted his artistic energy to finding bridges between Judaism and 
Christianity.^' 

Botstein, Sposato, and Werner all agree that Mendelssohn was a humanist—as 

defined by Abraham Mendelssohn (see footnote 15)—who practiced a "rationalistic" 

form of Protestantism. Sposato alone attempts to refute the idea of Mendelssohn's 

connection to his Jewish heritage. He quotes a letter fi-om Mendelssohn to Schubring in 

which Mendelssohn emphasizes his relationship with Schleiermacher: "Strange as it may 

seem, I have become a follower of Schleiermacher."^^ As further evidence he later cites 

a letter to Mendelssohn fi-om Fanny Mendelssohn - written six days after Schleier-

macher's death: "In Schleiermacher, you also lost a fiiend."^^ 

^'^Leon Botstein, "The Aesthetics of Assimilation: Reconstructing the Career of 
Felix Mendelssohn," in Mendelssohn and His World, ed. R. Larry Todd (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1991), 23. 

^'ibid., 22. 

^^Sposato, "Creative Writing: The [Self-] Identification," 205. 

^^Jeffi-ey S. Sposato, "Mendelssohn, Paulus, and the Jews: A Response to Leon 
Botstein and Michael Steinberg." Musical Quarterly 83 (1999), 283-84. 
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The foundation of Sposato's argument is Schleiermacher's stance on the 

relationship of Christianity to Judaism—"Christianity cannot in any wise be regarded as a 

remodeling or a renewal and continuation of Judaism"^"^ Schleiermacher's concept of the 

relationship of Christianity to Judaism is further explained: 

The truth is that the relations of Christianity to Judaism and Heathenism are the 
same, inasmuch as the transition from either of these to Christianity is a transition 
to another religion ... We must assume that Christian piety, in its original form, 
cannot be explained by means of the Jewish piety of that or of an earlier time, and 
so Christianity cannot in any wise be regarded as a remodeling or a renewal and 
continuation of Judaism. Paul does indeed regard the faith of Abraham as the 
prototype of Christian faith, and represents the Mosaic Law simply as something 
slipped in between; and from this it might, of course, be inferred that he meant to 
represent Christianity as a renewal of that original and pure Abrahamitic Judaism. 
But his meaning was only that Abraham's faith was related to the promise as ours 
is to the fulfillment, and not by any means that the promise was the same to 
Abraham as the fulfillment is to us. Where he expressly speaks of the relation of 
the Jews and the heathen to Christ, he represents it as being exactly the same: he 
represents Christ as being the same for both, and both as being alike very far from 
God and so in need of Christ. Now if Christianity has the same relation to 
Judaism as to Heathenism, it can no more be regarded as a continuation of the 
former than of the latter: if a man comes from either of them to Christianity, he 
becomes, as regards his religion, a new man. But the promise to Abraham, so far 
as it has been fulfilled in Christ, is represented as having had its reference to 
Christ only in the divine decree, not in the religious consciousness of Abraham 
and his people. And since we can only recognize the self-identity of a religious 
communion when there is a uniformity of the religious consciousness, we can no 
more recognize an identity between Christianity and Abrahamitic Judaism than 
between it and the later Judaism or Heathenism. And neither can it be said that 
the purer original Judaism carried within itself the germ of Christianity, so that it 
would have developed of itself by natural progress from Judaism without the 
intervention of any new factor; nor that Christ Himself lay in the line of this 
progress in such a way that a new communal life and existence could not begin 
with 

^"•ibid. 

^^Friedrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith, 2"'' edition, edited and translated 
by H.R. Mackintosh and J.S. Stewart (Edinburgh, Scotland: T&T Clark LTD, 1999), 61-
62. 
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Schleiermacher's influence combined with his father's dramatic movement away 

from his Jewish identity,argues convincingly for Sposato's assessment. In a letter from 

1829, Abraham urged Felix to refrain from using the Mendelssohn name with it distinct 

Jewish heritage on concert programs. 

A Christian Mendelssohn is as impossible as a Jewish Confucius. If your name is 
Mendelssohn you are eo ipso a Jew, and that is of no benefit to you, because it is 
not even true.^^ 

Some music societies exercised their prerogative to print simply "Mendelssohn" for 

purposes of space and/or their admiration for Felix's grandfather, Moses. Felix preferred 

"Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy," or "Felix M. Bartholdy" from 1823 until his death.^^ 

What aspects of Schleiermacher's Christian theology of Schleiermacher made an 

impact Mendelssohn? Perhaps it began with Mendelssohn intellectually recognizing that 

Schleiermacher was promoting a philosophical thought that embraced the spiritual 

elements most important to Mendelssohn's life—elements he had ascertained while 

studying Bach. Schleiermacher's seminal Der christliche Glaube includes a foreword in 

which B.A. Gerrish propounds that the editors of the translation. 

Agreed with the opinion of those best qualified to judge that as a comprehensive 
exposition of Protestant theology, Schleiermacher's Christian Faith was second 

• "70 
only to Calvin's [Christianae Religionis Institutio] (1536, revised 1559). 

^^At the time of their baptism in 1822, Mendelssohn's parents added the surname 
"Bartholdy" as Mendelssohn's uncle had done upon his conversion. 

^^Sposato, "Creative Writing: The [Self-] Identification," 193. 

^^At the time of their baptism in 1822, Felix's parents added the surname 
"Bartholdy" as Felix's uncle had done upon his conversion. 

^^Schleiermacher, i 
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Schleiermacher explicates the Christian faith in its "evangelical or Protestant form": 

Christianity is a monotheistic faith belonging to the teleological type of religion, 
and is essentially distinguished from other such faiths by the fact that in it 
everything is related to the redemption accomplished by Jesus of Nazareth . .. 
•Only through Jesus, and thus only in Christianity, has redemption become the 
central point of religion. Accordingly, in Christianity the relation of the Founder 
to the members of the communion is quite different from what it is in the other 
religions. For those other founders are represented as having been, as it were 
arbitrarily elevated from the mass of similar or not very different men, and as 
receiving just as much for themselves as for other people whatever they do 
receive in the way of divine doctrine and precept. Thus even an adherent of those 
faiths will hardly deny that God could just as well have given the law through 
another as through Moses, and the revelation could just as well have been given 
through another as through Mohammed. But Christ is distinguished from all 
others as Redeemer alone and for all, and is in no wise regarded as having been at 
any time in need of redemption Himself; and is therefore separated from the 
beginning from all other men, and endowed with redeeming power from His 
birth.^" 

What then is the response of the members of the Christian "communion" to the 

"Founder?" The author expounds on the doctrine that the complete dependence on Christ 

as the only source of redemption is necessary and "has been universally and completely 

accomplished."^^ This doctrinaire approach was persuasive to Mendelssohn and is in 

direct conflict with the stances assumed by Sposato, Botstein, and Werner, all of whom 

make two presumptions about philosophy or religion: either they rely on rationalism, or 

their purpose is to achieve it. Both are irreconcilable to the concepts inherent in 

Schleiermacher. 

^^Ibid., 52, 57-58; emphasis added, 

^'ibid., 56. 
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Without conceding the possibility that Mendelssohn might have had other motiva

tions, Botstein construes the philosophy projected in Mendelssohn's music, including 

Paulus, as the propagation of the Protestant religion espoused by his father and 

grandfather in which 

The unfolding of reason, revelation, and enlightenment within a progressive 
history linked a Judaic past with a Protestant present... .Despite the prominence 
of the figure of Christ in Paulus and the centrality of the conversion, it is the 
rational, ethical essence of faith that stands out. 

In Botstein's estimation, Paulus was Mendelssohn's "mature sociomusical project": 

Music functions by utilizing a philosophically concerned aesthetic strategy to 
encourage religious emotion. That immediate feeling is channeled into the 
recognition of a rational theological and political truth. Faith through feeling 
leads to enlightenment and the recognition of wisdom understood in the 
fi*amework of the ideas of Moses Mendelssohn. 

In a subsequent comparison of Mendelssohn to his grandfather, Botstein wrote: 

The decisive differences between grandfather and grandson lay in the fact that the 
hopes of Moses Mendelssohn for a tolerant, rational world had been pinned on 
language. For Felix, the medium for the encouragement of reason in ethics and 

•5 A 

politics had been transferred to music. 

In another attempt to correlate Felix and his music to his father: 

St. Paul represented Mendelssohn's musical-dramatic defense of the theological 
stance of Abraham Mendelssohn, who ultimately converted to Christianity 
himself In St. Paul, baptism is the route to a rational enlightermient... baptism 
marked the synthesis of past and present.... Since in Mendelssohn's view religion 
was construed as an antidote to ignorance and superstition and as an agent of 
freedom, a synthesis of Jewish and Christian theology seemed eminently 
attractive. 

^^Botstein, "Songs Without Words" 572. 

"ibid., 574-5. 
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Botstein argues that the Mendelssohns converted to Protestantism rather than Catholicism 

because they considered it 

the lesser of two evils .... Protestantism seemed to condemn idolatry, priestly 
hierarchies, and superstition. Furthermore, Protestantism, unlike Catholicism, 
permitted a continued engagement with the subject matter of the Old Testament 
.... Mendelssohn was a proud, self-consciously Jewish Protestant who believed in 
a rational God and the progress of enlightenment. Christ as revealed through 
Protestantism symbolized the progress of humankind to enlightenment that music 
was obligated to celebrate. 

These statements are called into question when one considers Mendelssohn's 

agreement with Schleiermacher's position concerning the relationship of the Old 

Testament to Christianity. Botstein demonstrated his lack of thorough comprehension of 

Schleiermacher when he contended that Protestantism permitted a "continued 

engagement with the Old Testament." 

The Old Testament is, for our Christian usage, but the husk or wrapping of its 
prophecy, and that whatever is most definitely Jewish has least value.... For those 
which are distinctively Christian, Old Testament sayings will not provide a 
suitable expression, unless we think certain elements away from them and read 
other things into them."^^ 

While questioning Botstein's theory about Mendelssohn's faith and its impact 

upon his music, this study also questions the respective arguments of Werner and 

Sposato. Mendelssohn emerges as a man whose faith permeated his life and music as 

propounded by the insight of friend Julius Schubring. 

Mendelssohn's character had a deep feeling of religion for its basis.... I recollect 
with what a serious religious feeling he pursued his art, the exercise of it always 

^"^Leon Botstein, "Mendelssohn, Werner, and the Jews: A Final Word," Musical 
Quarterly 83 (1999), 48-49. 

^^Schleiermacher, 62. 
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being, as it were, a sacred duty; how the first page of everyone of his 
compositions bears impressed on it the initial letter of a prayer.^^ 

It is Schleiermacher's theology that explains Mendelssohn's faith and explicates one of 

the motivations/purposes in his life. The comprehension of this motivation, especially 

relating to his use of chorales, is prerequisite to the effective interpretation of 

Mendelssohn's chorale-based works. The manner in which he injected the chorale form 

exemplifies his dedication to the Christian faith, and affected the formal structure, the 

choice of melodies, the approach to musical textures and the articulation, as well as the 

momentum of and between movements. 

^^Roger Nichols, Mendelssohn Remembered (London: Faber and Faber, 1997), 
190-91. 
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Chapter 3 

INFLUENCE OF GOETHE AND SCHINKEL 

NGD states that Goethe was "one of the most important literary and cultural 

figures of his age, he was recognized during his lifetime for his accomplishments of 

almost universal breadth." In his approach to art Goethe wrote: 

In order to satisfy the need to find some exemplary model, we must always return 
to the ancient Greeks, in whose works the beautifiil human being is always 
portrayed. 

[Goethe] returned with regularity to his own version of neoclassic aesthetics.... 
[He] characterized modem man as launching out 'into infinity' only to return, 'if 
he is lucky,' to a limited point, as opposed to the ancients, who 'remain firmly 
within the pleasant confines of the beautiful world. 

His monuments, e.g., Hermann and Dorothea, Faust, Achilles, and others, eventually 

availed to Mendelssohn "a decisive validation of a neoclassical outlook and its potential 

to serve as the basis of a nonatavistic musical aesthetic." 

It was Mendelssohn's tutor Zelter who introduced Mendelssohn to Goethe. In a 

letter to her sister-in-law, Mendelssohn's mother wrote: 

Just fancy that the little wretch is to have the good luck of going to Weimar with 
Zelter for a short time. He wants to show him to Goethe .... You can imagine 
what it costs me to part from the dear child, even for a few weeks. But I consider 
it an advantage for him to be introduced to Goethe; to live under the same roof 
with him, and enjoy the blessing of so great a man.^^ 

37 Much of the material in this chapter is fi^om Leon Botstein, "Neoclassicism, 
Romanticism, and Emancipation: The Origins of Felix Mendelssohn's Aesthetic Outlook," in 
The Mendelssohn Companion, ed. Douglass Seaton (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 
2001), 1-23. 

TO 

Roger Nichols. Mendelssohn remembered (London: Faber and Faber, 1997), 8. 
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A friendship based on mutual respect was formed and produced much correspondence. 

The precocious youth became especially fascinated and challenged by the elevated 

intellect he encountered in Goethe. In a letter to Zelter, Goethe wrote, "the excellent 

Felix spent a fortnight with us very pleasantly, and enchanted everybody by the 

perfection and charm of his art." Baronin Jenny von Gustedt recalls a visit in a letter: 

Right from the beginning of his stay, Mendelssohn spent most of his time in 
Goethe's house. He was indeed Goethe's David .... As [Mendelssohn] 
remembered those distant years, his eyes lit up and he said to me in tones of the 
deepest conviction: 'Who knows, without Weimar and without Goethe, what 
would have become of me! 

Mendelssohn revered Goethe; he considered him an inspiring and formidable mentor, 

whose impact was transformational for Mendelssohn. 

Neoclassicism prevailed among Goethe's contemporaries, including Schinkel, 

whom Mendelssohn might have met. According to Botstein, Mendelssohn's attraction to 

this philosophy seems also to have been influenced by Schinkel—a prominent architect 

and artist whose painting, A View of Greece in its Prime (1825), "marked the start of a 

new, mature phase of neoclassical work." In 1815 he was appointed state architect of 

Prussia and subsequently completed commissions for King Frederick William III, as well 

as other members of the royal family. His major architectural projects in Germany 

further substantiated the neoclassic as a legitimate and popular artistic expression. They 

became a "revival of various historical styles of architecture, especially classical Greek, 

such as Konigschauspielhaus, Berlin (1818), and Altes Museum, Berlin (1822-30)." 

Goethe and Schinkel espoused the concept that classical Greece was the "model of a civic 

^^Ibid., 19-20. 
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community" and that the artistic representation of "classical antiquity could serve as a 

model for modernity and for the moral and aesthetic cultivation of an ideal community." 

[Schinkel was the] dominant architect of the age, whose work defined nineteenth-
century Berlin and Potsdam ... [His] designs transformed Berlin and set the 
standard for the interior design, stage design, and architecture of his age .... By 
the late 1820s Schinkel had emerged not only as a proponent of classical 
aesthetic, in the formalist sense, exemplified by the great 1830 "New" Museum 
on the Lustgarten; he was convinced, as his 1825 canvas suggests, that Greece 
offered German Europe a model of a civic community. He sought to 'ennoble 
human relationships' through design."^^ 

Schinkel has been described as the German architect and painter whose creations 

made him the "leading arbiter of national aesthetic taste in his lifetime." The importance 

of Schinkel to Mendelssohn is described by Botstein: 

Perhaps Mendelssohn's career and work can be more properly understood as the 
moral equivalents of the career and work of the greatest German architect of the 
age, Karl Friedrich Schinkel. 

A parallel is drawn between Mendelssohn and Schinkel by asserting that they are unique 

figures in the "realization of an idealist neoclassicism." He posits that this approach was 

Designed to enhance a renewed, classically inspired construct of civic and 
theological humanism for a post-Napoleonic Germany.... Like Mendelssohn, 
Schinkel, particularly in his neo-Gothic structures and his painterly output, 
bridged overt neoclassicism with a newer Romantic sensibility... Classicism, 
understood as an aesthetic ideal rooted in philosophy and art, played a con
structive and essential role in Mendelssohn's evolution as a composer.... 
Classicism.. .was, for the young Felix Mendelssohn, an 'inner necessity'.... It 
resulted in the unique defining characteristic of his career and aesthetic 
outlook.. .as an ideology informed the self-image of a composer. It guided him 
throughout his life, often in conjunction with the sensibilities of Romanticism.'^' 

'^'^Botstein, "Neoclassicism, Romanticism ..." 9. 

^'ibid., 20. 
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Schinkel's concept of architecture, especially after 1825 with its emphasis on the 

neoclassical approach to the Greek civic ideal, was influential on Mendelssohn. 

The project of a spirituality that defined Schinkel's work and the intense political 
and cultural debate that surrounded it are mirrored in Mendelssohn's tireless 
engagement with music as a civic, religious, and political enterprise.... Key to 
this enterprise was finding, in music, a parallel or moral equivalent to the 
adaptation of classical models in architecture and their integration with Christian 
ideals."^^ 

The task was through contemporary art and design, to "effect a synthesis between 
the daily civic life of the ancients ... and the spirituality of Christianity' for 
modem times."^^ 

Other notable artists of the time, including Johann Gottfiied Schadow (1764-

1850) and Bertel Thordwaldsen (1768/70-1844), both of the same philosophical ilk as 

Goethe and Schinkel, also made an impact on Mendelssohn. Botstein writes: 

The self-conscious mix of adaptation and deviation in the use of classical and 
renaissance models in the work of Schadow and Thordwaldsen is suggestive of 
Mendelssohn's attitude toward his own craft as a musician. 

The former (of the modem Berlin school of sculpture) and the latter (of prominent Danish 

school of sculpture of the Neoclassical style) were revered throughout much of Europe. 

Many of Thorwaldsen's more signature sculptures were created as re-interpretations of 

the figures or themes in classical antiquity. 

The neoclassical concept espoused by Goethe and Schinkel with its goal of 

achieving enhanced human relationships and communities fascinated Mendelssohn. He 

saw the chorale, especially those in St. Matthew Passion, as the musical parallel to the 

"^^Ibid., 10. 

^^Ibid., 9-10. 
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neoclassical models of Goethe and Schinkel and the musical vehicle by which to achieve 

the goal. Given Goethe's and Zelter's admiration for Bach, Mendelssohn would have 

welcomed the affirmation he received from his closest mentors and confidants when he 

decided to include the chorale—derided by others as an anachronism—in his largest and 

most significant works. 

For Mendelssohn, however, better relationships and communities could not be 

attained through an aesthetic experience alone. He perceived Goethe's and Schinkel's art 

as appealing primarily to the mind and therein achieving its goal; Bach's art, however, as 

appealing to both the mind and the spirit, with emphasis on the spirit. This does not 

imply that the neoclassicism of Goethe, Schinkel and others was not spiritual, only that it 

effectuates its goal by appealing to the aesthetic response which it hopes will promote 

better personal relations. Bach's insertion of Jesus Christ into the concept creates a 

vertical component that motivates relations transcending the horizontal humanism of 

Goethe and Schinkel. Mendelssohn especially ascertained this in Bach's chorales. 

Botstein's theory about Mendelssohn's response to the neoclassical trend in art contends 

that Mendelssohn opportunistically attempted to propagate the humanism espoused by his 

father and grandfather. While such references to humanism might be applied to the 

motivations of Goethe and Schinkel, the explicit Christian themes within Mendelssohn's 

chorales and pseudo-chorales along with his allegiance to Schleiermacher seem to 

suggest otherwise. 
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Chapter 4 

PAULUS 

In the early 21®' century, several surveys, evaluations and comparisons appeared 

containing contradicting statements concerning the merits of Mendelssohn's oratorios. 

Howard Smither ranks Mendelssohn's as 

among the most important works of their time in the genre... they received more 
performances and remained in the standard repertoire longer than any other 
oratorios of their time. 

Smither quotes Otto Jahn who wrote about Paulus: "Hardly a more brilliant, effective 

conception would have been possible."'^'^ Krummacher supports this statement in the 

following: 

Undoubtedly, St. Paul not only signified Mendelssohn's breakthrough to 
European fame but also a marked turning point in the history of the oratorio."^^ 

Krummacher quotes Ferdinand Hand's evaluation of Paulus: "[It is the] greatest work of 

our day [but lacks] unity and suitable organization." Krummacher rebuts that this 

misperception had 

to do with the resumption of the chorale, the division of the chorus and the 
individuals into acting and reflecting masses and persons, as well as to the 
character of these details themselves ... [the] construction is not at all unclear but 
rather follows the biblical report."^^ 

^ Smither, Howard E. The Oratorio in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2000), 165. 

"^^Friedhelm Krummacher, "Art—History—Religion: On Mendelssohn's 
Oratorios," in The Mendelssohn Companion, ed. Douglass Seaton (Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 2001), 299. 

^%id.,311. 
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Mendelssohn's correspondence from November and December, 1831, indicate 

that he had accepted a commission from the Cacilien-Verein, Frankfurt am Main, for an 

oratorio about St. Paul; he had stopped there en route to Paris. In seeking assistance with 

the libretto, Mendelssohn turned to friend Adolf Bemhard Marx. Each agreed to create 

an oratorio text for the other; Marx would write Paulus, and Mendelssohn Mose. 

Mendelssohn also consulted with Julius Schubring. While Marx was opposed to the 

inclusion of chorales in the work, Schubring was happy to do so. Ultimately, 

Schubring's influence proved more persuasive than that of Marx. 

Essentially taken from the Acts of the Apostles of the Bible, the Paulus libretto 

also uses other texts from both the New and Old Testaments, as well as five chorales and 

an original text for one chorus. Part One treats Saul's persecution of Christians, the 

stoning of Stephen, and Saul's conversion; Part Two dramatizes the ministries of Paul, 

and his assistant Barnabas, which lead to Jewish opposition; healing a lame man in 

Lystra; a sermon explaining the in-dwelling of God's spirit in each person; and their 

farewell. 

Each Part in Paulus can be divided into scenes comprised of movements 

consisting of recitatives, aria, choruses and chorales: 
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PART ONE 

Introduction 

Stoning of Stephen 

Conversion of Paul 

Paul in Damascus 

1. Overture (with chorale) 
2. Chorus 
3. Chorale 
4. Recitative 
5. Chorus 
6. Recitative, chorus 
7. Aria 
8. Recitative — Chorus 
9. Recitative — Chorale 
10. Recitative 
11. Chorus 
12. Recitative — Aria 
13. Recitative — Arioso 
14. Recitative 
15. Chorus 
16. Chorale 
17. Recitative 
18. Aria 
19. Recitative 
20. Aria — Chorus 
21. Recitative 
22. Chorus 

PART TWO 

Commissioning of the apostle 

Opposition of the Jews 

Mission to Lystra 

Persecution and Farewell 

23. Chorus 
24. Recitative 
25. Duet 
26. Chorus 
27. Recitative - Arioso 
28. Recitative 
29. Chorus — Chorale 
30. Recitative 
31. Duet 
32. Recitative 
33. Chorus 
34. Recitative 
35. Chorus 
36. Recitative - Aria - Chorus/ Chorale 
37. Recitative 
38. Chorus 
39. Recitative 
40. Cavatina 
41. Recitative 
42. Chorus-Recitative 
43. Chorus 
44. Recitative 
45. Chorus'" 

311-12. 
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While Krummacher claims the overture is not "primarily defined by the chorale 

"Wachet auf," Smither argues that it is based on a "rising motive" derived from the 

second phrase of the chorale (see p. 101).'^' Mercer-Taylor describes it as an 

"approximation of the pattern that will govern the rest of the piece."'*^ The apparent 

prominence of this melody suggests otherwise: that it is the basis upon which the 

overture is constructed and even could be categorized as a "chorale fantasy." 

The overture, in two sections, starts with the melody in its original form in the 

winds (see p. 102) and includes both Stollen from Wachet auf, goes through a short 

development and ends in a half cadence. This first section—in Common time, andante, 

and contemplative—is followed by a contrasting second section in triple time. Con moto, 

and fugal. A shift in mood occurs from one to the other: the first tonality, A major— 

hopeful, optimistic; gives way to the second in A minor—ominous. The first six pitches 

of the fugue's subject could be named the "Saul motive" with the fugal texture suggesting 

the wanderings of Saul persecuting the church (see p. 103). 

Although the opening seems to image the light of God represented by the Wachet 

auf melody, the second seems to suggest its dimness by leading the listener to perceive 

Saul's mission as in direct opposition to the light—all effected through changes: tonality 

(becomes minor), meter, tempo, and texture (becomes polyphonic). However, the light 

^^Ibid.,314. 

'^^Smither,165. 

^"Peter Mercer-Taylor, "Rethinking Mendelssohn's Historicism: A Lesson from St. 
Paul," 'm Journal ofMusicology 15 (1997), 213. 



seems not to have been destroyed, but is temporarily effected by the minor tonality of 

"Saul" music—cormoting his persecution of and presence at the stoning of Stephen and 

other martyrs (see p. 104). The persisting light eventually returns to dominance as 

indicated by the return to A Major for the chorale melody (see p. 105). 

The dramatization of Saul's conversion (his name has been changed to Paul) 

transforms minor into major tonality, symbolizing his mission to spread the light (see p. 

106). The Abgesang of Wachet auf is not incorporated in the overture, suggesting that 

the lull dramatization of Paul's conversion is yet to come in the oratorio. It is stated folly 

in what can be called the dramatic high point of Part One (#16). 

Allein Gott in der Hdh 

General Description 

Allein Gott in der Hdh, #3, set in traditional four-part chorale (church) style and 

accompanied by instruments, colle parte, is the first foil chorale of the work (see p. 107). 

The overture, first chorus and chorale seem to serve as an introduction to the entire work, 

and, therefore, could be perceived as a prelude to the beginning of the first scene (#4). 

The chorus—asking God to grant courage and strength to his servants in the "midst of 

heathen who rage against God and Christ"—evokes a response fi"om the chorale: 

Praise be to God alone on high 
And thanks for His mercy; 
That now and for ever more 
No harm may befall us. 
His power is immeasurable 
Only that happens which he hath ordained. 
Let us rejoice in the Lord! 
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By including this chorale this early, Mendelssohn achieves two objectives. 

Firstly, he establishes a sacred context (initially alluded to by the inclusion of Wachet auf 

in the overture) which he maintains throughout the entire work; secondly, he invokes the 

image of congregational response. During the chorus the people, God's servants, had 

prayed for boldness to "speak Thy word." In the chorale, through the judicious use of the 

plural pronoun "us," members of the audience are invited to personally identify 

themselves as God's servants. The traditional setting further facilitates an identification 

with the sacredness of the movement and the entire work. 

Significant influences on Mendelssohn are present. Use of this chorale so early in 

the work parallels Bach's insertion of Herzliebster Jesus, immediately after the opening 

chorus and recitative in the St. Matthew Passion. Schinkel's and Goethe's "ideal 

community" emerges in the text "No harm may befall us ... . Only that happens which 

he hath ordained." Schleiermacher's theology is implied (our protection is based on 

dependence on God's mercy), which is, according to Schleiermacher, afforded through 

Christ. 

Interpretation 

In order to engender a mood of humble gratitude within the chorale, Mendelssohn 

indicates piano and a slow metronomic marking (eighth note equals 80) which would be 

enhanced by specific interpretive techniques: Legato—connecting final consonants of 

words to the beginning of the next words; beauty of vowels—a darker color; arch 

phrasing - consistently divided four-bar phrases; fermati (treated as in a Bach chorale) 

serving two purposes; a slight stretching of value, and indication of breaths - the 
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selection being determined by consideration of formal structure illustrating AAB and 

textual context. 

The Abgesang should be sung without breaths between the first and second 

fermata, and the last phrase should be preceded by a breath in order to prepare for the 

culmination. Although Mendelssohn indicates the eighth note as the basis for the pulse, it 

is recommended that the conducting be based on either the quarter note, or a subtle 

subdivision of it, which will be more conducive to eliciting appropriate phrasing. Rubato 

that enhances the dynamic arch is strongly encouraged, and a warm, rich tone will create 

a contemplative mood in humble thanksgiving. 

The momentum in these introductory movements is crucial, particularly between 

the chorus (#2), and the chorale (#3), due to the change of roles assigned to the choir—a 

technique used several times throughout the work. In the opening chorus, the choir refers 

to God's servants in the third person; in the chorale, the first person denotes the people as 

God's servants. A pause is necessary to assist the audience in ascertaining the differenti

ating dramatic functions of the choir; a longer pause after the chorale will signify the end 

of the introduction as well as with the beginning of the first scene. 

Dir, Herr, dir will ich mich ergeben 

General Description 

The second chorale (#9), Dir, Herr, dir will ich mich ergeben, appears after 

Stephen is stoned. After having functioned in the chorus (#8) as a turba demanding that 

Stephen be stoned, "He has blasphemed the name of the Lord, and he that blasphemeth 
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the name of the Lord shall be put to death (see p. 108)," the choir now functions 

differently in the chorale: 

To Thee, Lord, will I devote myself, 
To Thee, whose creature I am. 
Thou alone, Thou art my life, 
Death my only prize. 
I live for Thee, die for Thee: 
If Thou art mine, it is enough for me. 

The accompaniment consists of only strings, colle parte. This chorale, like the 

first in traditional chorale style, has two unusual aspects: it immediately segues from the 

recitative, and it employs only three voice parts—^the sopranos and altos are unison (see 

pp. 109-110). Similar to the first chorale, it is not revealed who is speaking. Given that 

Stephen has just died and that the text is about the consequence of death, it could be 

assumed to be his thoughts, or, they could be the thoughts of someone who witnessed the 

death. Thus, the text becomes a response—statement of faith—fi-om a community who 

witnessed the death of one of their own and essentially stating that they live and die for 

God, and God is all that is needed. In this statement, Mendelssohn manifests 

Schleiermacher's sentiment of dependence and exhibits the communal component 

inherent in the thinking of Goethe and Schinkel. 

Interpretation 

The differentiation between the previous chorus and the chorale provides an 

interesting contrast in conducting styles: the former, angular shouts morph into contem

plation—molto legato, requiring well-connected consonants. Although the chorale has 

segued fi^om the previous recitative, the transition should allow time for the audience to 

realize that Stephen has just died—depicted in a brief two-measure interlude for winds 
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only. Since this material is "Recitative," a flexible approach to tempo is appropriate in 

order to support the envisioning of the ascension to heaven by Stephen's soul. Such ad 

libitum treatment must not come quickly since the moment portrays the bewilderment and 

slow response of the witnesses. 

Mendelssohn's moderate tempo marking—eighth note equals 80—suggests that 

the movement could be well led if conducted in a subdivided four. In an attempt to 

symbolize the absence of Stephen's soul, Mendelssohn focuses on two techniques: 

instrumentation is thin throughout—no winds save bassoon, and strings colle parte', and a 

piano dynamic that predominates except for the moderate crescendo in the first phrase of 

the Abgesang. The crescendo assists in underlining the crux of the chorale (often found 

in the Abgesang): "I live for Thee, I die for Thee." The last phrase of the chorale returns 

to piano. 

While the nature of the text is deliberate and strong, the overall affect is contem

plative devotion with some sadness present. As a result, relatively small arches should 

define each phrase (the low tessitura restricts the singers ability to create bigger arches). 

Dark vocal color in the context of molto legato mitigates sharply attacked consonants. 

Attaching final consonants, as much as possible, to the beginning of the next words is 

desirable, enabling deliberate enunciation of the text. 

A pause after the chorale indicates that the statement is finished and the drama 

continues, despite the fact the scene is not finished. Mendelssohn seems to have 

developed a pattern for the chorale—serving as a response of the believers (to the death 

of Stephen)—it temporarily interrupts the forward progress of the drama with a statement 
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of faith or reflection upon faith. The scene reaches its conclusion in the subsequent 

recitative and chorus. 

Wachet auf 

General Description 

Wachet auf(#\6), climaxes the dramatic progression that began with Saul's 

Damascus road confrontation with God, and is the dramatic high point of Part One. The 

scene is a brief description of Saul's conversion experience beginning with #12 in which 

Saul implores the Lord Sabaoth to consume the disciples who will "not know Thee," and 

to "pour out Thine indignation upon them." He sets out for Damascus, charged by the 

high priests to bind the disciples and bring them back to Jerusalem. The recitative (#14) 

describes a light from heaven shining upon him; he falls and hears a voice: "Saul, why 

persecutest thou me?" He replies, "Who art thou. Lord?" The Lord says, "I am Jesus of 

Nazareth whom thou persecutest." The Lord instructs him to arise and enter the city (see 

pp. 111-115). 

These instructions are accompanied by a musical element which Smither calls the 

"rising motive"—derived from the Wachet auf chorale, on the text "Arise, and go into the 

city." The entrance (#15) consists of thirty measures of Mendelssohn's most dramatic, 

anticipatory music of the whole work (see pp. 116-120). Underpirmed by seventeen bars 

of a low pedal tone D, the tenors make the first choral entry prominently featuring the 

"rising motive," this time on the text, "Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the glory of 

the Lord is risen upon the." This motive permeates the movement and foreshadows the 
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ensuing full iteration of the Wachet auf melody in the following movement. The chorus 

(#15) introduces the chorale (#16) without interruption. 

The choral writing in #16 is traditional church style with winds and strings colle 

parte (see pp. 121-124). Trombones, trumpets, and horns add a majestic quality in the 

mini-fanfares placed after the subdivision of the Stollen, and before the last phrase of the 

Abgesang. The only peculiarity in the chorale setting is four and a half measures of a 

plagal codetta in which the text "ihm entgegengehn" is repeated. 

Awake, cries to us the voice 
Of the watchers high on the battlements, 
Awake, thou city of Jerusalem! 
Prepare, the bridegroom comes. 
Arise, take up your lamps! 
Alleluia! 

While the previous chorus seems to be speaking directly about Saul, "But the 

Lord rises up on thee, and his glory is seen upon thee," the chorale uses the pronoun "us" 

as a statement connoting the corporate body, "Awake, cries to us the voice." It is a 

command to the people: identify with Paul (newly renamed), follow his example, 

"Arise, take up your lamps." 

Repeatedly, the influences on Mendelssohn are displayed in a consistent manner. 

Bach, by the envelopment of the audience in the drama; Schleiermacher, by the Christian 

reference to the Bridegroom—the scriptures frequently refer to Christ as the bridegroom 

and the church his bride. Schleiermacher's affect is present, though obliquely, as the 

audience is called to rise to meet Christ (implied). The pronoun "us" connotes 

universality and, thereby, demonstrates the ideals of Goethe and Schinkel. 
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Interpretation 

Mendelssohn provides a tempo indication based on the quarter note, however, the 

movement clearly moves in half notes. To create a forward rhythmic inertia, the use of a 

subdivided two pattern would help. An arch phrase in each of the three phrases of the 

Stollen climbs to its crest on the penultimate syllable in the first two phrases—"Stim," 

"Zin," and "ru" (Jerusalem) in the third phrase. By shaping this way, a feeling of forward 

movement is accomplished as per Mendelssohn's con moto indication. 

The Abgesang—^mainly consisting of two three-bar phrases, as compared to five 

six-bar phrases of the Stollen— is better realized within an arch arriving at its crest on the 

downbeat of the penultimate measure. The last two phrases of the Abgesang return to the 

five-measure structure of the Stollen. Marcato is achieved with accents on each syllable 

within the messa di voce style with more emphasis on consonants than on vowels, yet 

caution should be used to avoid over-accenting. Vocal tone should have a slight edge 

with a rather bright quality. Similar articulation and phrasing also pertains to the strings 

and winds. To further enhance the con moto feeling, the brass could create a long 

crescendo through their fanfares of two-and-a-half measures. The fermati are to be 

treated similarly to those in the first two chorales, and since this chorale ends the scene, a 

pause should occur after the cut-off. 

Jesu Christe, wahres Licht 

General Description 

Movement #29 (see pp. 125-128), a chorus, begins with the hearers' astonishment 

at what appears to be Paul preaching the Gospel (m 1-22). It is an unsettling chorus 
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which depicts their surprise, "1st das nicht der?lls this not he?", that it is indeed Paul. 

After the inquisitive whisperings move throughout the choral parts in polyphonic style, 

the resolve of Paul's opponents is depicted musically through the sudden shift fi-om fugal 

style to homophony in which the choir pleads for the confounding of all such deceivers 

(m 24-32). This sentiment turns to violent opposition as they shout "Weg, weg mit 

ihm!/Awa.y, away with him" (m 35-67). 

The story is propelled forward by the ensuing recitative and chorus (#30): Paul 

reprimands the people for their rejection of eternal life in Christ then leaves with 

Barnabas to preach to the Gentiles. At the end of Chorus (#29) and prior to the 

reprimand (#30), Mendelssohn inserts the Lutheran Chorale Jesu Christe, wahres Licht 

(m 76-105; see pp. 129-133). 

A contrast between these two sections of this movement is discemable; agitated 

rhythms of the violins and violas are replaced with a slower tempo, and the later section 

becomes more contemplative in a softer dynamic. A tranquil but pensive instrumental 

introduction (m 76-78) precedes the first stanza of the chorale. Each verse of the chorale 

is set chordally and separated by the instrumental "sighing" motives in the strings, and 

prayers ascending to heaven in the winds. Each verse, with thinning texture, created a 

prayer for those that do not know Christ, and asks God to illumine with the light of Christ 

the hearts and minds of unbelievers: 

Jesus Christ, true light, 
enlighten them that know Thee not, 
and bring them to Thy flock, 
that their souls might also be blessed. 
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Enlighten them that are blind, 
bring hither them that have separated from us, 
gather them that have strayed, 
confirm them that are in doubt. 

Other elements are used to advance the story while the chorale (#29b) seems to 

express Mendelssohn's musical, theological, and philosophical ideals. As this scene 

develops, its similarity in structure to St. Matthew becomes increasingly obvious. Bach's 

angry mob (the chorus-#36) decries Jesus' guilt and condemns him; the ensuing chorale 

(#37) declares the innocence of Jesus and the importance of his salvation. Mendelssohn's 

appreciation of Bach's determination to increase congregational involvement is discem-

able in the structure of #29. The reference to Jesus Christ as the "true light" again 

strongly associates Schleiermacher, while the desire for the enlightenment of the blind 

and the gathering of the strayed implies the cultivation of a better community as espoused 

by Goethe and Schinkel. 

Interpretation 

The momentum of #29 and #30 impacts the success in communicating the contem

plative character. A pause before the chorale emphasizes that the following faith 

statement of the believers interrupts the forward movement of the story; a pause after 

gives the listener time to adjust to the resuming motion. 

The contrast between the chorus and chorale is abrupt and almost startling. The 

former agitation—the sound of gossipy whispering followed by angry shouting requiring 

detached articulation; the latter calm, molto legato in an ethereal, even angelic manner. 

A change in tempo, dynamics, and phrasing, with slower harmonic rhythm, slightly faster 

tempo; pulse (tactus) shifting from dotted quarter to eighth (the latter eighth is faster); the 
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short boisterous declamations forte becoming two-measure arch phrases—all within the 

limits of piano. 

Wir glauben all an einen Gott 

General Description 

The last chorale (#36c) occurs within the context of Paul's and Bamabas's mission 

work. Upon arriving in Lystra, Paul heals a lame man who gets up and walks, an action 

convincing the gentiles that Paul and Barnabas are gods—Jupiter and Mercury. The 

Gentile chorus sings, "The gods are come down to us in the likeness of men," leading the 

crowd to prepare a sacrifice in their honor. Paul and Barnabas are outraged—they rend 

their clothes and chastise the people (see pp. 134-148): 

Why do you do these things? We are men like you. The prophet said that all 
your idols are but falsehood. God dwelleth not in temples made by hands. Know 
ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the spirit of God dwelleth in you? 
Our God is in the heavens. 

The chorus exuberantly reiterates Paul's words in counterpoint in Bach's style 

with strings colleparte. Woven into the imitative texture is the chorale with Luther's text 

declaring: "We all believe in one God," sung by the second sopranos and doubled by two 

horns, two oboes, and alto trombone. The other choral parts in this a5 texture paint the 

idea of God's will directing the world, whereas the chorale, in its usual manner, is the 

foundational element - another demonstration of the three strong influences: Bach, 

Goethe and Schinkel, and Schleiermacher. 

The chorus had represented the gentiles praising Paul and Barnabas, "O be 

gracious, ye gods! Heed our sacrifice with favor"; the subsequent chorale text suggests a 
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conversion of or the transformation of the gentiles into a community of believers. The 

first person pronouns "our" and "we" is the clue: 

We believe in one God, 
maker of heaven and earth, 
who made himself a Father, 
that we might become his children. 

The direct borrowing of the chorale text from Luther makes an even stronger 

statement of faith in refiitation of false gods. The manner in which Mendelssohn weaves 

a chorale melody into a polyphonic fabric, demonstrates his familiarity of the technique 

used by Bach many times, including the opening chorus of the St. Matthew. The 

universal element, which seems to imply Schinkel and Goethe, is emphasized by the 

foundational nature of the chorale amid the imitative texture. Its inclusion of this element 

at this point in the libretto seems to refer to the ideal community—according to Luther's 

and Mendelssohn's perspectives, in which there is one true God, a God who does as he 

pleases on the Earth. The idea of dependence on this one true God is strongly connected 

to Schleiermacher's theology. 

Mercer-Taylor attributes a "special role" to #36 which transcends the mere use of 

the chorale melody: "With an extended opening recitative, a brief but complete arioso, 

and a substantial fugal closing section, it is the most structurally complex number of the 

piece."^^ It is the longest number of the work and the final fugue is the only occurrence 

of a5 writing and ".. .constitutes one of the oratorio's crucial epiphanies, a radical 

reconsideration of the whole function of the chorale within the musical discourse." 

^'This portion of the chapter is based on Peter Mercer-Taylor, "Rethinking 
Mendelssohn's Historicism: A Lesson from St. Paul.'''' \n Journal of Musicology 15 
(1997). 
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At the beginning of the number, Paul made his first real theological point of the 
entire oratorio, warning the heathens away from the belief that God could live in 
temples made with human hands. In the arioso that followed, he explained that 
they, the people themselves, are God's true temple. Though the fugue, with its 
interpolated chorale, that is tacked on at this point appears motivated by neither 
dramatic nor musical concerns, it gains an entirely new relevance if we recognize 
its role as neither meditative nor dramatic in any conventional sense, but purely 
symbolic, as a musical illustration of the point Paul has just made. With the 
entrance of the familiar congregational hymn, it becomes possible to recognize 
the fugal web surrounding the hymn as a contrapuntal housing, so to speak, 
surrounding a musical utterance we have no trouble identifying with the act of 
Protestant worship. In none of the work's earlier chorales had the voices 
themselves attempted anything but a straight, chordal texture; the evolving stages 
of accompanimental complexity were the domain of instruments alone. But here, 
as the contrapuntal edifice surrounding the chorale achieves its final, most 
glorious form, the voices have reclaimed the accompanimental fabric as their 
own, and the instruments are left to do nothing but double them. In other words, 
where the previous chorales had been housed in increasingly intricate 
contrapuntal structures created by human hands—that is, by instruments—^this is a 
structure constituted of humanity itself, of the human voice. With the 
confessional chorale standing, in a kind of liturgical synecdoche, for the act of 
worship, and the choral fiigue representing the human temple in which it occurs, 
this number serves as a metaphor for the religious truth Paul has just put forth. 
The enabling force at the heart of this process, of course, is the ease with which 
the chorale can be interpreted—apart fi-om its own aesthetic value—as a symbol 
for the act of worship. 

John Butt amplifies Mercer-Taylor's comments. 

The inclusion of chorales in toto make a specific link between Paul's ministry and 
the essentially Pauline theology of Lutheranism; the chorales highlight a 
particular historical connection that renders a new Testament story specifically 
relevant to a living German tradition and identity. Mendelssohn thus risks generic 
impropriety in order to achieve a deeper theological involvement, one of 
particular cultural relevance. 

"ibid., 226-27. 

John Butt, "Choral Music," in The Cambridge History of Nineteenth-Century 
Music, ed. Jim Samson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 229. 
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Interpretation 

This final chorale (#36) illustrates how Mendelssohn uses this form to make his 

most important statements, i.e., the text brings the story to its emotional high point. The 

conductor drives upward to this height by conceiving the movement with its four 

elements: recitative, aria, chorus and chorale, as an integrated whole. As each segues into 

the next, ambient changes in tonality, string techniques, lofting lyricism, all require 

distinct approaches. Paul's remonstrations change fi"om chastisement to affirmation that 

the listeners are holy temples of God. The recitative shifts fi-om accents and detached 

abruptness to legato (m. 39). 

The minor tonality (m.93) adds resoluteness to Paul's statement: "But our God is 

in the heavens: he hath done whatsoever he hath pleased." The meter shift—duple to 

triple with a half-note tactus—is reminiscent of earlier practices. Gradually the strings 

become a supportive colle parte (m.l22), and the same in the winds (m.l41). The power 

and sonority of this grand moment is substantially enhanced by organ (m.l88). 

After two iterations of the melody by Paul—in d minor and then a minor third 

higher—the chorus enters in m. 122. The choral writing is imitative, repeating the 

previously twice-proclaimed text of Paul. While there are no stylistic markings in the 

choral parts, the strings are marked non legato. Slight escalation from piano strengthens 

the final exclamation of text. 

At the meter shift to triple (m.93), Mendelssohn indicates, con molto di moto, 

half note equals 112. The designated tempo requires conducting in three, however, a 
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sense of one larger, slower pulse suggests a large circular motion causing an anacrusic 

feeling on the second and third beats. 

The non legato marking in the colle parte strings dictates similar articulation for 

the imitative voices, however, an interesting effect would be achieved if the chorale 

melody was sung legato. This voice needs to be dominant—the other voices playing a 

supportive role—and, given the low tessitura for sopranos, the effect can be achieved by 

assigning a few altos to the second soprano part. 

The circular approach (conducting in one) mentioned above requires "off-the-

voice" singing on beats two and three for the imitative voices, which will help balance 

the second sopranos who should sing fiill-voiced, and in a sustained manner throughout. 

The strong chorale text requires that each pitch be given equal weight. It is the other 

choral parts that will achieve arch phrasing influenced by the circular approach. Chorale 

singers are also encouraged to slightly accent each new text syllable even in the context 

of legato, again for text intelligibility. Ritardando is appropriate at the end of this 

movement—the conclusion of the scene. A pause of some length following the 

movement will help the audience discern the change in scenes as well. 

While Paulus was widely acclaimed and praised, it received its share of criticism. 

Gottfned Wilhelm Fink, praised the work: "Wherever this oratorio has been performed, 

in Dusseldorf, Leipzig, Zwickau, England, everywhere it has been worthily honored by 

the lively participation of a large audience." He called the oratorio, "the most attractive 

and important works of our most recent period of music." Robert Schumarm called 

Paulus, "a work of the purest kind, one of peace and love," and one of "inner meaning. 
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pure Christian spirit, musical mastery ..Even Wagner, who would become 

Mendelssohn's harshest critic, called the work a "classic," and a "masterwork," which 

was both "touching and uplifting." 

Most of the reservations expressed by Mendelssohn's contemporaries were 

directed at his inclusion of chorales in a concert work. While some had praised the use of 

chorales. Fink believed "the chorales should be reserved for the church and avoided in 

concert music."^'' Nevertheless, the adulation given the work by the general public was 

apparent wherever it was performed. 

Smither, 165-66. 
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Chapter 5 

ELIJAH 

Approximately three months after the successful premiere of Paulus, Mendels

sohn was contemplating another oratorio; however, ten years elapsed before Elijah 

appeared—arguably his most popular work. After failing in his attempts to collaborate 

with friend Karl Klingemann, he sought assistance again from Julius Schubring and 

expressed his desire for a sophisticated dramatic structure. 

With regard to the dramatic element, there still seems to be a diversity of opinion 
between us. With a subject like "Elijah" it appears to me that the dramatic 
element should predominate, as it should in all Old Testament subjects, Moses, 
perhaps, excepted. The personages should act and speak as if they were living 
beings—for Heaven's sake let them not be a musical picture, but a real world, 
such as you find in every chapter of the Old Testament; and the contemplative and 
pathetic element, which you desire, ought to be entirely conveyed to our 
understanding by the words and the mood of the acting personages.'^ 

Schubring and Mendelssohn did not agree on some aspects of the libretto and by 

1839 had stopped corresponding about it. The composer resumed his own efforts subse

quent to an 1845 invitation for conducting at the 1846 Birmingham Festival. Aspiring to 

complete it in time for a premier at this festival, Mendelssohn again elicited Schubring's 

cooperation. The complete libretto (originally in German) needed translation into 

English; William Bartholomew, an English fiiend, took on the task. Several adjustments 

reflected its being modeled on the King James version. 

^'Smither, 167. 
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An orchestra of 125 and a chorus of 271 premiered the work in Birmingham's 

Town Hall, 26 August 1846, and was reported in the London Times: 

The last note of "Elijah" was drowned in a long—continued unanimous volley of 
plaudits, vociferous and deafening ... Never was there a more complete 
triumph—never a more thorough and speedy recognition of a great work of art. 

"No work of mine ever went so admirably the first time of execution, or was received 

with such enthusiasm by both the musicians and the audience, as this oratorio.—as 

written by the conductor to his brother. In spite of the success, he soon began extensive 

revisions. Within one year performances occurred in Berlin, Leipzig, Vierma, New York, 

St. Petersburg, as well as others, all of which reflected Mendelssohn's changes. Elijah's 

fame spread widely and has continued unabated to the present day. Jack Werner stated 

that".. .next to Messiah, Mendelssohn's Elijah is the most popular work in [England]. 

This assessment could be broadened to encompass western culture. 

Formally, Elijah employs a structure similar to Paulus in that two Parts are 

divided into scenes which in turn separate themselves into movements. The Old 

Testament story of the Jewish prophet, recorded in I and II Kings, is augmented by 

excerpts from the New Testament as representations of Mendelssohn's Christian ideals. 

The variety of roles for individuals created by the librettist include: two angels; Obidiah; 

a Widow (whose son is revived by the prophet); Ahab; Elijah's servant boy; and Queen 

Jezebel. In emulation of Paulus, a similar variety is assigned to the choir: the People of 

^^Ibid., 184. 

^^Jack Werner, Mendelssohn's "Elijah": A Historical and Analytical Guide to the 
Oratorio (London: Lowe and Brydone, 1965), 1. 
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Israel; Priests of Baal; Seraphim; Narrator; Words of God pronouncers (including the 

prophecies); and unidentified others. A synopsis of Part One begins with placing a curse 

(Einleitung); the overture (a break with common practice by introducing a prerequisite 

understanding of the story prior to the overture) introducing devastation and suffering; 

Elijah reviving the widows son; Elijah confronting Ahab, a priest of Baal, and 

challenging him to a contest; Elijah praying fervently; reconciling of the people to God; 

and people getting relief from famine. 

High drama is achieved in the confrontation between Elijah and Ahab leading to 

Elijah's challenge that Ahab call upon Baal to show that Baal is sufficiently powerful to 

ignite a sacrificial fire. The contest will determine which is the true God, resulting in the 

people returning to Elijah's God. His subsequent fervent prayer "revives the thirsty land" 

with a dramatic return of rain, upon which the people give thanks to God. 

A summary of Part Two follows: Elijah confronting Ahab a second time; Queen 

Jezebel, Ahab's wife, ordering Elijah's execution; Obadiah warning Elijah about the 

danger and urging him to leave; Elijah lamenting his situation and lack of confidence; 

angels comforting him; his returning with renewed energy to again confidently proclaim 

God as Lord; Elijah's ascending to heaven in a fiery chariot with fiery horses; and 

prophesying of Christ's coming. The last scene, often criticized as anti-climactic and out 

of context, identifies Elijah as the fore-runner of the Messiah. Schubring defends the 

conclusion, "The oratorio can have no other than a New Testament ending .... Elijah 
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must help to transform the old into the new covenant—^that gives him his great historical 

importance."^^ 

To enhance clarity within this study, additional titling has been inserted: 

Part 1 

Elijah's curse 

Cherith's brook 

Widow's dying son 

Ahab confrontation 

Return of Rain 

God's protection 

Second confrontation 

Elijah's despondance 

Einleitung (Introduction) 
Overture 

1. Chorus with choral recitative 
2. Duet—Chorus 
3. Recitative 
4. Aria 
5. Chorus 
6. Recitative 
7. Double Quartet—Recitative 
8. Recitative—Aria—Duet 
9. Chorus 

Mount Horeb 

10. Recitative with chorus 
11. Chorus 
12. Recitative—Chorus 
13. Recitative—Chorus 
14. Aria 
15. Quartet 
16. Recitative—Chorus 
17. Aria 
18. Arioso 
19. Recitative—Chorus 
20. Chorus 

PART 2 

21. Aria 
22. Chorus 
23. Recitative with Chorus 
24. Chorus 
25. Recitative 
26. Aria 
27. Recitative 
28. Trio 
29. Chorus 
30. Recitative 
31. Aria 
32. Chorus 
33. Recitative 
34. Chorus 

^^Smither, 173. 
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Fiery Chariot 
Prophesy of Christ 

35. Recitative—Quartet/Chorus 
36. Chorus ~ Recitative 
37. Arioso 
38. Chorus 
39. Aria 
40. Recitative 
41. Chorus-Quartet 
42. Chorus 

Mendelssohn, disregarding the criticism received from some contemporaries for 

his inclusion of chorales in Paulus, continued to limitedly use them in Elijah. According 

to Feder: 

For Mendelssohn the chorale was an indispensable expression of the Christian 
congregation, and it did not seem anachronistic to him to include chorales even in 
Old Testament contexts, since in this regard he did not think historically but as a 
Protestant. For this reason Mendelssohn did not completely dispense with the 
chorale in his Elijah, though he did not use it in its original form but rather 
invented new melodies in the marmer of chorales and had them sung to psalm 

Seemingly, he was able to both placate his critics and effectively express is 

aforementioned ideals in Elijah as in his first oratorio by including pseudo-chorales. 

Consideration of each instance will provide evidence. 

General Description 

The people, in response to the devastating drought, express their horror in #5, the 

final movement of the first scene (see pp. 149-165): "[The Lord] mocketh at us; His 

curse hath fallen down upon us; His wrath will pursue us, till He destroy us." Tremolo 

strings picture the people's fear; repeated choral pitches at high tessituras for the text "He 

verses. 59 

"For He, the Lord Our God" 

^^Feder, 264. 
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mocketh at us" and sforzatos by doubling instruments on the text "His curse hath fallen 

down upon us" illustrate their anguish; and frenetic scurrying in the music aptly depicts 

their panic. 

An abrupt change, beginning with a pause written as a fermata over a rest in 

m. 67, is significant indication of a transformed perspective of the people. Further 

programmatic abruptness develops by altogether different music for the text: 

For He, the Lord our God, He is a jealous God, and He visits the fathers' 
iniquities on the children to the third and the fourth generation of them that hate 
Him, but showeth His steadfast love to all the hosts of them that do love Him, and 
keep His commandments. 

That Obadiah was right and that they had brought their misery on themselves by their 

idol worship is the seeming realization of the people—they are suffering the 

consequences of a jealous God. Simple homophony with instruments thinly colle parte 

employing only oboes, clarinets, and strings represents the lack of God's mercies, while 

the full complement of instruments reflects the endowment of them to "those that love 

Him and keep His commandments." 

By using a consistent eighth-note pattern, the strings at this point represent the 

persistent mercies from God ("mercy motive"), while winds and lower strings with 

sustained half and whole notes represent God's steadfast love. The homophonic chorale 

style in the latter, with fermatas over the last notes of the first three phrases, reinforces 

the chorale effect (this is an apt example of a pseudo-chorale). The complete text uttered, 

a quasi coda features imitative style reflective of God's continuing mercies. 

Influences to include chorale-like material are readily observed in this scene in 

which the pseudo-chorale, although very different in appearance from its counterpart in 
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Paulus, accomplishes the same objectives. A unified statement of faith by the people in 

the story through a freely-invented form (not a traditional Lutheran chorale) creates an 

association with the Protestant chorale for the audience in order to encourage a personal 

involvement in the drama—a trademark of Bach. An ideal commimity, a la Goethe and 

Schinkel, and the concept of dependence on Christ as propounded by Schleiermacher are 

present in the text: "His mercies on thousands fall on all that love Him" (In other words, 

it is only by loving God that you will be saved from God's curses). 

Interpretation 

Suggested interpretation of this movement in two sections necessitates achieving 

a contrast between frenetic and resolute qualities. A boisterous quality in the upper 

strings begins the movement, and although no accent is indicated on the first note, an 

aggressive start seems appropriate. Detached articulation, especially for the text "He 

mocketh at us;" accented singing with a crescendo to the "at" word; and a bright, even 

edgy, vocal tone are encouraged in order to create a more boisterous and mocking 

character - one which remains throughout the first section of this movement with no 

abatement of intensity to the fermata in m. 67 (the contrasting resolute section is not be 

foreshadowed). This fermata over the rest, integral in initiating the contrast, must be long 

enough to project a change of mood and thought; to rush the pause would destroy the 

drama inherent in a corporate change of mind. 

In order to reflect the change in the second section, the character of the singing 

and playing in the second section must employ a different articulation. With similar 

conviction from the previous section, consonants remain crisp but within a legato context 
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that, when coupled with explicit dynamic indications, negate the inclusion of arch 

phrasing. Necessary further contrast beginning in m. 89 correlates with a textual change 

from them that hate to them that love God. A more legato approach, in which consonants 

are connected as much as possible is desirable for the choir employing a warmer, deeper 

tone - a comparable approach assumed by the doubling and sustaining instruments. As 

previously, explicit dynamics are provided, beginning in m. 107, however, arch phrasing 

is now desirable. Conclusion of movement and scene is signaled by a significant pause. 

"Cast Thy Burdens" and "The Lord is God" 

General Description 

Included in the scene concerning the confrontation of Elijah and Ahab are two 

strategically placed pseudo-chorales (Ahab led the people away from Jehovah to worship 

Baal, resulting in Elijah's curse). Elijah, in #10, issues a challenge: "gather the prophets 

of Baal, select and slay an offering, but put no fire under it; call upon your god, after 

which I'll call on mine, and the god who sends the fire will be God." In #11-#13, the 

chorus fiitilely cries to Baal, all the while Elijah mocks their unsuccessfiil efforts: "Call 

him louder. Perhaps he is on a journey, or is sleeping." After three attempts by the 

chorus to get Baal's attention, Elijah gathers the people, and in an aria (#14), asks God to 

show Himself and to turn the hearts of the people. 

The following church style, a4 pseudo-chorale (#15; see pp. 166-168), proclaims 

that those who put their trust in God will never be put to shame. Its intent seems to be the 

inviting of listeners to become participants in the drama. Homophonic, with minimum 

ornamentation, and mostly a cappella, it closely resembles a traditional chorale. 
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Jack Werner points out that the quartet (#15), "Cast Thy Burdens Upon the Lord," 

according to Mendelssohn, is "the only specimen of a Lutheran chorale." From a hymn-

book published in Meiningen, Germany (1693), "Meiningen Gesangbuch," the melody 

"O Gott du frommer Gott," has been altered and harmonized by Mendelssohn (see pp. 

169-171). Subsequent publications of several hymnals have included the hymn, e.g., 

"Hymnal of the Canadian Church of England" (titled "Munich); Canadian Presbyterian 

Hymn Book (with Mendelssohn's alterations in both); various hymnals of the 

Evangelical Lutheran Church of North America. Titled "Munich" by Lutherans, and 

"Devotion" by Presbyterians, the original composer is unspecified."^® 

The text, as if it were excerpted from Schleiermacher's treatise, simultaneously 

calms, reassures and proclaims: 

Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and He shall sustain thee. He never will suffer the 
righteous to fall: He is at thy right hand. Thy mercy. Lord, is great; and far above 
the heavens. Let none be made ashamed that wait upon Thee. 

Although the inclusion of this pseudo-chorale does not advance the story, Mendelssohn, 

in a manner similar to Bach, inserted it in an apparent attempt to draw the listeners into 

the drama with text promoting Schleiermacher's complete dependence on God. Its 

universal connotations also bespeak Goethe's and Schinkel's ideal community concept. 

This statement of faith emboldens Elijah to step forward (#16) to ask God to send 

down flames (see pp. 172-182; m. 1-7) dramaticized musically by the sudden change in 

texture, tempo, and mood of the music. The observers of the action, in terror, desperately 

attempt to avoid the flames, falling on their faces in a terrified, frantic manner,(m. 31-41), 

^°Jack Werner, 54-56. 
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depicted by the intense sixteenth-note sforzatos in the strings. Abruptness signifies that 

the maelstrom has subsided, a homophonic pseudo-chorale becomes the voice of the 

survivors proclaiming the God of Elijah as the true God: "The Lord is our God. He alone 

is the Lord, and we will have no other gods before him." The power of the text - the 

reinforcement of the concept of universality - uniquely uses fiill orchestration colle parte. 

In this cresting, emotional moment, all characters, agree that Jehovah is the true 

God. While the statement of faith in this pseudo-chorale is pre-Christian, it bears 

unmistakable reference to the coming of Christ (more overtly suggested at the last scene 

of the work). Therein the listener is guided to make the connection between the God of 

Elijah to the God of the Christian faith. To set this pseudo-chorale in such a grand, 

unified manner, using a text declaring there is only one true God—^the Christian God 

underlines the significance of a message resonating Mendelssohn's dedication to the 

theology propounded by Scheiermacher. Interestingly, it demonstrates the parallel 

concept of the humanist ideal that ennobling of such relationships will culminate into the 

building an ideal community, a la Goethe and Schinkel. 

Interpretation 

The control of momentum within and between the movements becomes a primary 

concern in conducting this scene and the pseudo-chorales contained therein. Three 

elements of dramatic contrast comprise the scene: the desperate and boisterous pleas of 

the priests of Baal (#11-13, and first section of #16); the contemplative, prayer-like tone 

of Elijah's aria (#14), and the ensuing pseudo-chorale, "Cast they burden upon the Lord" 

(#15); and the resolute pseudo-chorale "The Lord is God" (second part of #16). 



Mendelssohn—to accentuate the shift to the meditative mood of the first pseudo-

chorale—scores it for a vocal quartet (possibly conceived as sung by angels since the 

only other vocal quartet is designated Die Engel), in contrast to the chorus, which to this 

point in the scene has represented the less-than-angelic priests of Baal. A pause before 

and after effects the "otherworldliness" of the quartet. 

From the Baal choruses to the pseudo chorale, contrast in articulation and 

dynamics necessitates contrasting techniques; transforming a driving, detached quality— 

each word is given the same weight—into a lyrical and legato style—arch shape to each 

text verse; unrelentingybrto and fortissimos into consistent pianos and pianissimos. The 

former can be achieved by strong, accented attacks on each word with emphatic conso

nant releases, even adding accentuated shadow vowels after voiced consonants. The 

raucous effect resulting ft'om its emphasis on consonant noise in the former mutates into 

an angelic effect resulting from exaggerated connection of consonant sounds (wherein 

final consonants of words are hooked to the initial consonants or vowels of the following 

words) in the quartet. 

Being both active and meditative, the other pseudo-chorale in this scene (#16) 

contrasts with its surroundings. Prior to this chorale, the flinging of flames from heaven 

had been represented by an incessant sixteenth-note motive in the strings along with 

vocally "flickering" word-painting mellismas on "flame." As the final flames are flung 

down, the sixteenth-note motives in the strings are interrupted by choral and instrumental 

homophony indicating an end to the frantic actions. As the priests of Baal gradually 

realize that the rain of fire has ended and the consequences of the situation becomes 
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reality to them, a pause (fermata over a rest) is effectively inserted. The psychological 

profile of these moments have a pianissimo quickly growing into forte dramatizing how 

their fear of the fire is transformed into confidence in their new convictions. 

Initial vocal color (m. 43)—quasi-whisper with more emphasis on consonants 

than vowels—at this dramatic crossroads suggests the retention of some fear. By the end 

of the next verse, the vocal color must suggest confidence, particularly for the words "O 

Israel hear" by having sharp consonants and energized vowels, quickly intensifying, 

remaining strong to the end despite the gradual decrease in pitch height. A steady 

increase in momentum to the statement "Our God is one Lord" is recommended, after 

which, a slight slowing will add to the grandiosity, universality, and conviction of the 

text. 

"He That Shall Endure to the End" 

General Description 

"He that shall endure to the end" (#32; see pp. 183-186), another example of a 

pseudo-chorale, occurs in a scene in which Elijah is at his lowest emotional state. He 

feels that his work has accomplished nothing, and, in his famous aria "It is Enough," asks 

God to let him die. Also included are several other well-known movements: the 

choruses "He Watching Over Israel," and "Lift Thine Eyes;" and the alto aria "O Rest in 

the Lord" which leads immediately to the chorus (#32) in which the chorus has an 

unidentified role. 

The comforting text of the preceding three movements is followed by one of the 

few fi-om the New Testament (Matthew): "He that shall endure to the end, shall be 
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saved." Elijah is not the only intended recipient of this comfort, however, since 

Mendelssohn engages the audience with the pseudo-chorale form to engender a 

contemplation of trusting God, resting in him, and looking to him for help—the essence 

of Bach's, Schleiermacher's, and Mendelssohn's theology. The overtly universal quality 

of this statement of faith points again to Goethe and Schinkel who sought a greater good 

for the larger community. 

Interpretation 

Initially homophonic, #32 soon becomes and remains imitative. While it seems 

that Mendelssohn wanted to create a chorale-like feeling with its desired effects on the 

audience, this pseudo-chorale, with its imitative quality, least resembles the traditional 

chorale. Consisting of two phrases of four measures each, the melody, however, 

resembles a legitimate chorale Stollen. Following these two Stollen-\ike phrases, the 

movement uses imitation which focuses on the word "endure," in a word painting 

manner. 

A choral response to the previous aria, "O Rest in the Lord," the pseudo-chorale 

(#32) should immediately follow with little time between the two. Since the intention 

seems to be that the aria is sung by an angel looking over Elijah, the choir's undesignated 

identity within the pseudo-chorale, can be construed as being a multitude of angels 

looking over the him. 

The continued evocation of comfort becomes the primary objective in interpre

tation with a warm, dark vocal color reflecting Mendelssohn's intention—achieved with 

more vertical space and an elongated pharyngeal resonator. Andante sostenuto, requiring 
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a sustained legato (connected consonants) will enhance the "comfort" factor. Numerous 

dynamic markings, including an indication of an arch shape over the first two-measure 

phrase, leads one to assume that the pattern should persist throughout the movement. 

Since speaking about the comfort element—predominant in this scene—is concluded 

with this movement, and other actions not germane to this study follow, the insertion of a 

pause to shift in direction is necessary. 
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Chapter 6 

CHRISTUS 

Mendelssohn's third oratorio, Christus, Op. 97, an enigmatic work left unfinished 

by the composer's death in 1847, did not appear in print until 1852 along with other 

unperformed works. His overall plan for the work was unknown leaving the editors to 

use their judgment which they exercised by dividing it into two parts: "The Birth of 

Christ": recitative, trio of wise men, and chorus "There Shall A Star from Jacob"; and 

the "Passion of Christ": alternating recitatives and choruses for the audience with Pilate, 

the procession to Golgatha, and chorale, Er nimmt auf seinen Rucken. The intended order 

of the fragments remains unclear. Mendelssohn, according to Larry Todd, 

Seems not to have specified a bipartite division (versus, say, a tripartite ordering, 
with a third section for the Resurrection), and, furthermore, does not appear to 
have used the title Christus for what would have been his third oratorio. 

The title itself is not without mystery since it was Paul Mendelssohn, Felix's brother who, 

in a letter three days after the composer's death, stated that Felix had been working on an 

oratorio titled Christus—^the first mention of the work. 

Although Amtrud Kuzhals-Reuter attributes the initial efforts to the period 

following St. Paul (1836), the genesis of the work is left to speculation. Documents refer 

to a collaboration between Mendelssohn and Prussian envoy Josias Freiherr von Bunsen 

whose libretto "Erde, Holle und Himmel," may have been source material for sections of 

Mendelssohn's work; i.e., the op. 97 fragments concerned with the birth and Passion of 

^'Foreword to Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Christus, ed. R. Larry Todd (Stuttgart: 
Carus-Verlag, 1994), vii. 
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Christ could have been from the first part of 'Erde.'"^^ Although surrounded by 

conjecture, the musical merits have not been obviated, e.g., the often sung chorus "There 

Shall a Star from Jacob." Information about earliest performances is known: the 

premiere occurred at the Birmingham Music Festival and was soon followed by 

performances in Vienna, 1853, and in Leipzig Gewandhaus, 1854, as a memorial concert 

for the composer. 

Part One opens with a recitative introducing the three wise men and leads to them 

singing the traditional Christmas story in a TTB trio: "Where is he the king of the Jews? 

We have seen his star and have come to adore him." Immediately following, a chorus 

refers to the shimmering morning star seen by the wise men, "There Shall a Star from 

Jacob Come Forth," (from the books of Numbers and Psalms) in two sections: a chorus 

stating the prophecy that a Redeemer would come, and a chorale fulfilling it, "ff/e schon 

leuchtet der Morgenstern/How Brightly Shine the Morning Star." 

Part Two, "The Passion of Christ," consists largely of dialogue between 

narrator—who frequently speaks as if from Pilate—and the chorus which frequently 

responds as a turba, i.e., it shouts to Pilate "Crucify him," or "give Barrabas to us." The 

recitative, #11, describes the people leading Jesus to Golgotha followed by a chorus 

representing the lamenting daughters of Zion. The chorale, Er nimmt auf seinen RUcken, 

concludes. 

^^Ibid. 
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Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern 

General Description 

The chorus and chorale (#3; see pp. 187-204) indicate careful planning by 

Mendelssohn. Beginning in legato, the texture soon changes abruptly (m.32) as the text 

"and dash in pieces princes and nations" is programmatically set to angular discordance 

in depiction of the destruction of world powers by the coming Redeemer. The "gleaming 

star" motive (triplets in the upper strings) persists throughout, although its nature varies. 

Initially creating a calming shimmering effect, it soon becomes a contributing element to 

the ensuing tumult, and subsides to its original role. The movement progresses from 

calm to tumult back to calm; serenity to aggression to serenity, during which this motive 

symbolically seems to represent a consistent, persistent, omnipresence, even when its 

environment goes through dramatic upheaval. The original "calming motive" in the 

chorus (a series of notes rising through a triad into the sixth) begins the movement, 

persists amidst the upheaval, eventually catalyes a return to calmness beginning in m.40, 

and results in a diminuendo (m.76) producing an interesting architecture. 

The shimmering star motive is repeatedly interrupted beginning in m.80 by the 

choir which sings unaccompanied. Calmness becomes more subdued by the chorale sung 

in a homophonic texture that is usually associated with the Bach Passions. 

As bright the star of morning gleams, 
So Jesus sheddeth glorious beams 
Of light and consolation! 
Thy Word, Jesus, 
Radiance darting, truth imparting. 
Gives salvation. 
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Thine be praise and adoration! 

Intending to draw the listeners into the drama by using Bach's technique of incorporating 

the chorale, Mendelssohn makes it apparent to them through the inclusion of this chorale 

that Christ is the fulfillment of the prophecy that a star would come out of Jacob and 

provides salvation to us. 

Musical, theological, and philosophical influences on Mendelssohn are evidenced. 

Bach seems present within the meditative chorale, however, now it assumes a univers

ality (by the use of the pronoun "we") as a representation of superficial congruence 

between Schleiermacher's core theology (Jesus provides salvation) and the "Goethe and 

Schinkel" concept that people responding to people will idealistically initiate a world 

renewal - producing an ideal community. 

Interpretation 

In R. Larry Todd's critical edition used for this study, the three movements— 

recitative /trio/chorus—comprise the complete Part One with each movement 

uninterruptedly flowing into the next. Within the choral movement, the chorus segues 

into the chorale without pause. Momentum of and within movements, therefore, is self-

evident. 

Two contrasting vocal colors and articulations emerge and should be adopted by 

doubling instruments: legato and shimmering tone to begin and close, and marcato in the 

middle section ("and dash in pieces princes and nations") in which singers need an edgy 

tone with a brighter sound produced by more focus on the nasal resonator. A beautifiil 

tone with careful emphasis on vowels is primary in the first section, replaced by 
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explosive attacks on consonants creating the agitated middle section. These contrasts 

coexist and even collide (m.40) upon return of the "comfort motive" in the choral basses 

and celli. The mood changes upon arrival at the chorale; a slightly slower tempo is 

simultaneous to the sudden disappearance of the shimmering motive, dramatized by a 

shift to half notes in the mostly a cappella chorale. The effect is enhanced by molto 

legato—even more so than the beginning—and crisp articulation of the consonants. 

Arch-phrases in each verse of the chorale provide contrast to the mid-section with 

its hammering effect. While the early arches consist of four bars, the arch of the last 

phrase (m.99) is extended for twelve bars giving additional accentuation to the crux of 

the message: Jesus gives salvation. Each crest within the four-bar phrases consistently 

occurs on the downbeat of the penultimate measure. Crescendo is employed to drive 

through the seven measures of the final twelve-bar phrase. An active release, complete 

with shadow vowel, connects m.l05 to the final statement in m.l06. Despite the 

indication of decrescendo in the orchestration (m. 105), the zenith of the choir's 

crescendo comes on the downbeat of m. 106 - achieved only by taking a breath that 

anticipates m. 106. (The final consonant in m. 105 is released in a manner that suggests 

continuation.) Tempo broadening is necessary in the last four bars to enhance the sense 

of awe within of the chorale, and to provide finality. 

Er nimmt auf seinen Riicken 

General Description 

Prior to the concluding chorale, Er nimmt auf seinen Riicken, the lamenting 

daughters of Zion are represented in a chorus: 
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Daughters of Zion weep for yourselves and your children! 
For surely the days are coming when they shall exclaim to the mountains: 
fall down on us! And to the hills: hide us! 

The composer's intimate acquaintance with St. Matthew becomes apparent in the chorale 

(see pp. 205-206), scored TTBB with thin colle parte instrumentation: two bassoons, two 

violas, cello, and bass, the setting is in the earlier homophonic style similar to Paulus. O 

Welt, ich muss dich lassen, the well-known contrafacta of the secular tune, Innsbruck, ich 

muss dich lassen serves as the melody: 

He leaves his heav'nly portals, 
endures the griefs of mortals, 
to raise our fallen race; 
O love beyond expressing, 
he gains for us a blessing, 
he saves us by redeeming grace! 

When thou, O sun, art shrouded, 
by night or tempest clouded, 
thy rays no longer dart, 
though earth be dark and dreary, 
if, Jesus, thou art near me, 
'tis cloudless day within my heart. 

Again, Bach's presence can be felt since he set the same melody to the text Wer hat dich 

so geschlagen, for St. Matthew Passion: 

Undoubtedly the thirty-eight-year-old composer would have had in mind Bach's 
masterpiece ... Mendelssohn would have viewed his final oratorio as reflecting 
the traditions of the Passion and the oratorio, as a further synthesis of Bachian ... 
elements that he had first explored in St. Paul and Elijah.^^ 

Schleiermacher's influence is seen due to the subtext which reflects his theology 

of dependence on Christ and salvation through grace. The universality—implied by the 

^^Ibid.,viii. 
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use of personal pronouns—envelops the listener within the drama, e.g., "Raise our fallen 

race" (an example which also alludes to Goethe's and Schinkel's desire for community 

enhancement). 

Interpretation 

Momentum becomes a concern due to a pause which seems to step the chorale 

outside of the drama. Since it is the final piece of the scene (and the work), the initiation 

of finality begins at that moment. In deciding how to bring this into a performance, two 

approaches might be used: a continuation of the lament in the previous chorus, or, an 

expression of the joy as a consequence of salvation through Christ's death. Had the scene 

been completed, the drama would have culminated in a crucifixion scene, followed by an 

insertion of a chorale, after Bach's model, explicating the resultant rewards for believers. 

This interpreter would use the chorale to develop the previous lament while gradually 

infusing optimism to represent the progression from sorrow to joy. 

In order to create the necessary contrast, several techniques could be employed: 

changes in tempo, articulation, vocal color, dynamics, and phrasing. No tempo indication 

is given for the chorale. However, the composer indicates Andante con moto for the 

previous chorus. An obvious contrast is created between the style of the preceding 

chorus and the chorale: the former in somber slowness and the chorale somewhat faster; 

sustained legato contrasted by strong articulation. As in other chorales, the arch phrase 

prevails. The contrast between these two movements is produced on a lesser scale 

between stanzas. 
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Two stanzas, each consisting of six phrases concluding with fermatas, should be 

treated similarly to chorales in earlier oratorios, although the second stanza permits a 

variation in phrasing. Bach's stylistic restraints limited him to a single affection with 

each movement, Mendelssohn, reflecting his time, pursued the concept of multiple 

affections. 

Freedom of interpretation is granted due to the scarcity of dynamic indications. 

(The previous chorus concluded with piano in string's final eight hdixs, pianissimo in the 

winds in their last two measures.) A firm mezzo forte could start the first stanza and 

develop an over-all arch within the constraints of the dynamic, cresting in the fifth 

measure closest to a forte. Similar smaller arches within the six phrases, cresting on the 

downbeat of the last measure, occur in all but the third phrase where it crests on the third 

beat of the penultimate measure. A softer dynamic in the second stanza pervades the first 

three phrases while the final three phrases create a steady crescendo, driving to the final 

statement: "'tis cloudless day within my heart." Within these phrases a stepwise 

increase occurs: mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte, without decay approaching or on the 

final note. 

Vocal color is dictated by the text, with contrast firom the previous movement and 

between stanzas prevailing. A dark color for the previous chorus and most of the 

chorale's second stanza differs from a brighter one for the first stanza and the last three 

measures—^reflecting a transformation of lamenting to hopefiilness. 

Without knowing Mendelssohn's intentions concerning structure, much of the 

above interpretation is predicated on the structure suggested by the editors. All such 
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suggestions are secondary to the precedent provided by Paulus and Elijah concerning the 

manner in which musical, theological, and philosophical ideals are presented. His deeper 

intentions are discemable in the careful construction of his architecture, musical language 

and placement of chorales. The efforts of the editors to organize Mendelssohn's 

fragments into a coherent structure are commendable in that they demonstrated an 

understanding of the purpose of the chorales in relation to the entire drama. 
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Chapter 7 

"REFORMATION" SYMPHONY 

After Beethoven, creativity within the symphony went dormant in Germany until 

Mendelssohn revived it by producing five fiill symphonies and twelve string sinfonias.^'* 

He also had begun conceptualizing Hebrides Overture. One of the best among the 

former, "Reformation," was composed and completed for the 1830 celebration of the 

tercentenary of the Augsburg Confession;^^ the reasons are unclear why it was not 

performed there. Two years later it was rehearsed at the Conservatoire Paris in 1832; 

again not performed there or elsewhere in France. Finally, it premiered in November 

1832 in Berlin. 

By the time of its delayed premiere, Mendelssohn had "rejected the symphony as 

a 'jugendliche Jugendarbeit' (childlike juvenilia) and in 1838 instructed his fiiend Julius 

Rietz to bum the manuscript.Fortunately, his fiiend did not comply, hence it was 

preserved and published posthumously in 1868 as Symphony No. 5, Opus 107. In order 

of endeavors in the genre it was actually his second with the composer's "Reformation" 

title. 

According to Grey, it is unclear whether Mendelssohn attempted to have this 

work performed for these Berlin festivities; however, Judith Silber contends that the work 

^"^Much of this chapter is based on Thomas Grey, "The Orchestral Music," in The 
Mendelssohn Companion, ed. Douglass Seaton (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 2001), 395-550. 

^^R. Larry Todd, "Mendelssohn," in The Nineteenth-Century Symphony, ed. D. 
Kem Holoman (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 85. 

^^Ibid., 85. 
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was definitely composed with the festivities in mind. Silber asserts that Mendelssohn 

rightfully assumed that he might be commissioned for the event. When last in Berlin, he 

had been commissioned to write a cantata for the three hundredth armiversary of Diirer's 

death (1828). The reception given the cantata prompted a second commission that same 

year by Alexander von Humboldt for a conference of naturalists. These successes were 

soon followed by his triumphant performances of Bach's St. Matthew Passion. 

Mendelssohn's star was clearly on the rise in Berlin, the city that would host the 

tercentenary festivities. 

Silber offers since Mendelssohn had been a Lutheran who understood its 

significance, it would be "hard to imagine that Mendelssohn would set out to compose so 

ambitious an occasional work as the 'Reformation' Symphony without some concrete 

fx"! 

hope of having it performed." He had began work on it in December 1829 with the 

hope of finishing it in January, however, its fi-uition was not until May 1830 - long after 

his chances of a commission had evaporated. (Eduard Grell, another pupil of Zelter, 

wrote a motet in Palestrina style for ceremonies at the Berlin University, as well as a 

larger work with chorus and orchestra.) 

There has been much speculation as to why the performance of the symphony was 

passed over for the tercentenary celebration; his Jewish heritage is certainly at the heart 

of all conjecture. Silber writes that while Mendelssohn was raised a Lutheran, "he was 

Judith Silber, "Mendelssohn and His Reformation Symphony," in Journal of the 
American Musicological Society 40 (Summer 1987), 314. 
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still thought of as Jewish, especially in Berlin, where his family and Jewish forbears were 

quite well known."^^ 

Silber contends that anti-Semitics precluded favorable consideration of a 

commission for the tercentenary celebrations in Berlin, yet other factors may have been 

considered, e.g., the event may have felt that a symphony was inappropriate. While Grey 

points out that there is no direct evidence supporting Silber's anti-semiticism theory 

behind Mendelssohn's failure, he believes 

Mendelssohn's effort to make a serious musical contribution to this official 
occasion of national and religious import was not reciprocated, [and] could be 
interpreted as a serious blow... to affirm his membership in the German 
Protestant bourgeoisie and to contribute to the shaping of its collective identity.^^ 

Her contention appears to have been well founded if judged by the actions taken 

concerning the Singakademie. Two years later in 1832 a similar bias had resulted in 

another disappointment for Mendelssohn when, subsequent to Zelter's death, a 

replacement was sought to lead the Berlin Singakademie. A blatant anti-semitic 

argument was used against Mendelssohn's nomination. 

The Singakademie, from its almost exclusive devotion to sacred music, was a 
Christian institution, and on this account it was an unheard-of thing to try and 

K\ 
thrust a Jew boy upon them for their conductor. 

^^Ibid., 322. 

^^Grey,417. 

^'^Ibid. 323. 
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Ein feste Burg 

General Description 

Limited evidence is available to explain how Mendelssohn intended to make a 

contribution to German culture through Reformation. Of primary consideration is his 

inclusion of "Ein feste Burg" which permeates the fourth movement. Grey explains that 

the chorale had become 

not only emblematic of Luther as an individual (who composed both melody and 
text), it also attained the status of something like a national anthem in preimperial 
nineteenth-century Germany... .By including 'Ein feste Burg' in his symphony, 
Mendelssohn brought the genre of the symphony "near the realm of church music, 
achieving a generic hybrid that he would explore more extensively in the 
Lobgesang Symphony.^^ 

The first movement slow introduction initiates a "variety of sacred materials, both 

directly and by stylistic allusion" (see pp. 207-209)^^ to set up the "battle" that eventuates 

into the Protestant victory represented by the appearance of Ein feste Burg in the final 

movement.^^ The spiritual, and often physical, battle between the Reformers and the 

established Roman Catholic Church becomes the subtext for the first three movements. 

Representation of the two sides: the Protestant side by a repeated-note fanfare (m.23) 

serving as "a call to arms for militant reformers;" the Catholic by the Dresden Amen.^'^ 

^'Todd, "Mendelssohn," in The Nineteenth-Century Symphony, 86. 

^^Grey,418. 

^^Ibid., 418-19. 

^'^Originating as a liturgical clausula composed by J.G. Naumann for Catholic 
services in eighteenth-century Dresden, the "Dresden Amen" was later used by Wagner 
as the "Grail" motive in Parsifal. 
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The concept of programmatic representation was a new arrival in the time of 

Mendelssohn. Todd attributes Reformation as "Mendelssohn's first symphonic foray into 

programmatic music .... [It] impresses as a celebration of the Reformation and of 

Luther's triumph over the abuses of the Catholic Church." Grey proclaims that it "cele

brates the 'idea' of a reformed Christian church, evokes its history, and portrays its 

protagonists." 

The very initial ascending imitative motive is a nineteenth-century convention— 

often used often by Liszt as a symbol of the cross—and was "generally understood to 

denote a sense of religious devotion and exaltation." This motive had its genesis in the 

intonation formula found in Gregorian psalm tones and canticles: a rising major second 

followed by a minor third (D-E-G-F#). Its chromatic resolution used in earlier Baroque 

music, later in Haydn and Mozart (his "Jupiter" motive), had continuously carried 

"vaguely ecclesiastical connotations." 

If the music of the slow introduction is possibly meant to convey something 
Catholic or a juxtaposition of Catholic and Protestant symbols, the finale 
obviously leaves no doubt as to the triumphantly Protestant outcome of events, 
with the opening phrase of Luther's chorale massively hammered out in whole 
notes by the entire orchestra in its final measures. 

The rigors of battle (and first-movement form) yield to a moment of relaxation 
and popular celebration (the Scherzo); but the spiritual need or longing of the 
people remains and will be fiilfilled only by the promise of a new creed, that of 
the Reformed Protestant Church (the finale). (By using "Ein feste Burg" as the 
musical emblem of this historical goal, Mendelssohn inevitably identified that 
new religious creed, for his nineteenth-century listeners, with that of a new 
national sovereignty). Although Mendelssohn himself disdained a flag-waving 
chauvinistic brand of nationalism, his finale nevertheless celebrates a new popular 
national consciousness, just as the occasion for which he conceived it was as 
much a celebration of national aspirations as of religious history.^^ 

^^Grey, 420, 424. 
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Mendelssohn brought upon himself a maelstrom of criticism, much the same as 

after Paulus, by including a form that was unacceptable to many of his colleagues. The 

appearance of which aroused much criticism of the work for its "formal unconvention-

ality." Eric Werner disliked the "brilliant coda" for in it he perceived reminiscences of 

Weber's Freischiitz; Wulf Konold disliked the "sense of force or contrivance" in the 

movement's combination of chorale-variation and sonata-form; Carl Dahlhaus remarked, 

"it is more appropriate to an overture than to a symphony, which thereby turns into an 

oversized overture." Grey responds: 

The incorporation of traditional, popular, or nationalistic material of this sort 
marks the symphony as an occasional piece rather than a piece of "absolute 
music." Of course, the genesis of the symphony bears out this association: it 
was, indeed, conceived as an occasional piece. But at the same time, its 
subsequent history forces us to reconsider the grounds of this distinction: the 
"occasion" fell through, yet Mendelssohn still completed the work and tried to 
perform it on its own merits.^^ 

Despite the criticisms, the symphony has earned a place among other masterworks in the 

genre. The work, especially its final movement, is particularly important in illuminating 

the musical, theological, and philosophical ideas of the composer; all the major 

influences on Mendelssohn are poignantly present in it. 

The scope of this study is henceforth restricted to the fourth movement with its 

two parts (author's titling): Part One being divided into a slow introduction followed by 

a march; Part Two a sonata-form finale. The manner in which the chorale Ein feste Burg 

serves various purposes remains our sole focus, while the overriding concern in 

^^Grey, 425. 
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conducting the final movement will be the treatment of the chorale melody whenever it 

appears. 

The end of the battle, which had been on-going during the first three movements, 

is announced by the sudden shift to major tonality, and victory is triumphally pronounced 

by the flute intoning the opening phrases of the Stollen (see pp. 210-213). The strings' 

first appearance begin a thickening that evolves into the opening statement of the 

Abgesang which is culminated by the brass punctuating the final phrase. This gradual 

thickening, with its concomitant increase in dynamics and aggressive articulation, 

metaphorically represents the increase in strength of the Reformation message. 

The basses and celli have created a bridge fi-om the third movement to Fourth 

Movement Part A by sustained tone on g (see p. 210). 

The opening, complete statement of the chorale melody stands as an emblem not 
only of the Protestant faith but also of congregational singing, itself an emblem of 
the collective bourgeois social-religious identity that Mendelssohn's symphony 
celebrates, beyond the specific deeds of Luther and Melancthon.^^ 

The ensuing fast march allegro vivace (Part One B) uses this melody as the subject for a 

chorale fantasy. The head-phrase of the chorale is passed among the instruments in 

a kind of musical communion, as it were, and generates a new rhythmic 
momentum that eventually thrusts the listener altogether from the world of sacred 
ritual into that of civic pomp and circumstance, with the opening of the sonata-

78 form proper (Allegro maestoso, m. 63; see pp. 214-216)." 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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The transparency of the chorale melody—^broadly and strongly pronounced by clarinets, 

trumpets and oboes progressively—is in contrast to the thick texture of incessantly 

driving eighth notes in the strings. 

Within Part Two, the exposition of the sonata form, Mendelssohn introduced two 

motives—first three pitches of the Stollen (m.92, quarter notes; see pp. 217-220) and the 

first three pitches of the Abgesang last phrase (m.84-5, sforzato half notes; see pp. 215-

216). Within the development (mm. 166-99; see pp. 221-225), the entire Abgesang is 

fully stated and concluded by a repetition of its final phrase. Within the recapitulation 

(mm. 199-228), exposition motives reappear and culminate (m. 229; see pp. 226-235) into 

the "final apotheosis of 'Ein feste Burg.'" 

Silber suggests: 

Accepting the broad outline of a narrative suggested by the title, and interpreting 
the details provided by the music, one may say that the work depicts, in order, the 
Catholic church, a struggle, and then the victorious emergence of Protestants .... 
[It represents] an urmiistakable historical event—in this case, the Protestant 
Reformation—^without the use of words.^^ 

Grey states that: 

the merging of spiritual and civic life, ethics, and values ideally represented by 
the very kind of occasion for which the symphony had been intended..." 

and expands by suggesting its genesis sprung out from Mendelssohn's desire to 

participate in the larger social community of his time and place, and to participate 
in defining the collective identity of the community in terms of its history, culture, 
and values. 

^^Silber, 25. 
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Grey's analysis draws attention to the parallel intentions between Bach and Mendelssohn 

(to elevate community values by drawing the listeners into the drama): the former's 

technique employed text, the latter used melodies evoking well-laiown texts. 

Schleiermacher's influence on Mendelssohn's design of "Reformation" becomes 

apparent through the selection of this specific chorale with its foundational triumphalism. 

A mighty fortress is our God, a bulwark never failing; 
Our helper He, amid the flood of mortal ills prevailing; 
For still our ancient foe doth seek to work us woe; 
His craft and power are great, and, armed with cruel hate, 
On earth is not his equal. 

Did we in our own strength confide, our striving would be losing; 
Were not the right man on our side, the Man of God's own choosing: 
Dost ask who that may be? Christ Jesus, it is He; 
Lord Sabaoth, His Name, fi^om age to age the same, 
And He must win the battle. 

Dependence on Christ alone was the core of Luther's argument with the church and 

became the crux of Schleiermacher's theology which was adopted by Mendelssohn. One 

of Luther's arguments with the Roman church was the dependence on the papacy—along 

with its institutionalized intermediary procedures—perpetuated as the only path to 

salvation. Luther proclaimed that the grace of Christ is sufficient for salvation without 

any other. The people's acceptance of Luther's concept, "the priesthood of believers," 

fi-eed them from this corporeal dependence. Centuries later, Schleiermacher's pro

nouncement of the same resulted in Mendelssohn claiming it as his own—an ownership 

that seemingly grew into an urgency that needed expression in music, with or without 

text. 
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The Enlightenment focused on rational response as preeminent in life. The 

prevailing sentiment of Protestant Germany during Mendelssohn's time was that the 

Reformation strove to exceed the rational mind through the inclusion of God as the pre

cipitant in the equation - by also with ennobling the heart.^^ The neoclassicism of 

Goethe and Schinkel congruent with the basic concept, however, did not see the necessity 

of the inclusion. Perception of this difference seems to have moved Mendelssohn closer 

to Schleiermacher in the conviction that aesthetic and moral response alone was 

insufficient. His urge to promote an aggressive and determined progression of faith with 

concomitant missionary urgency, is aptly depicted in a march (Part One B, m.25) 

conceptually similar to the popular hymn "Onward Christian Soldiers." 

Interpretation 

Paramount in conducting is highlighting the chorale whenever it appears 

(beginning in the development). Mendelssohn's developmental technique employs 

dramatic shifts: fiall texture dropping to strings only (m. 163), dynamics suddenly 

decreasing from fortissimo to piano to pianissimo, pulse changing from quarter to half 

notes. Bassoons and celli state the Abgesang phrase dolce, clarinets take over and remain 

dolce - all are lightly accompanied by strings. Contrasts are effected in this new 

treatment of the chorale melody with softer dynamics and molto legato. The conclusion 

of the development is initiated (m. 185) by the violins and upper winds and blossoms into 

full instrumentation repeating the Abgesang closing phrase. 

^''Luther's theology, adopted by Bach and codified by Schleiermacher, stated that 
change begins in the heart. 
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All this changes upon the move to the recapitulation (mm. 199) when the two 

three-note motives from the exposition return. The detached articulation employed in the 

exposition should be continued through the fugato section to reinforce the effect of the 

imitative entries arriving in ever closer succession. The winds proclaim the chorale 

melody in triumphant homophony (m. 229). Sharp articulation with decay and persistent 

down bows from m. 306 to the end would better pronounce the melody. 

The customary treatment of themes from the exposition results in the chorale 

melody being superseded by the return of Theme Two (m. 246), now with a re-emphasis 

on the quarter note instead of the half The fiill-textured, whole-note homophonic 

statement of the Stollen, by appearing one last time (m. 306), brings everything to an end. 

Mendelssohn requires fortissimo and even sforzato on the first four notes. Convincing 

finality is achieved by a horns, trumpet and tympani fanfare of triplets. A ritardando 

announces the conclusion, and the timpani, with crescendo through the cut-off, 

punctuates the finality. 

The focus on "Ein feste Burg" in this final movement is conclusive evidence of 

the influences of Bach, Schleiermacher, Goethe and Schinkel on Mendelssohn. This also 

provides strong argument that Mendelssohn composed the whole work around the extra-

musical associations of the most famous of Lutheran chorales. This endeavor thus 

becomes a successful bridge between the church and concert hall. 
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Chapter 8 

LOBGESANG 

Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 2 - known as "Lobgesang" and "Hymn of Praise" 

and referred to by Mendelssohn as a symphony-cantata—has often been compared to 

Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, Op. 125, given their similarity in formal structure. 

Commissioned by the town council of Leipzig for the 400"^ anniversary of Gutenberg's 

invention of printing, the symphony-cantata, unlike his "Reformation" Symphony, 

demonstrates Mendelssohn's intention to "transcend the mortality of a purely occasional 

work"—no specific reference to Gutenberg or to his printing press occurs in the selected 

texts. According to Karl Dahlhaus, "the 'Lobgesang' is related to a category of 

composition prevalent in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: the large-

scale commemorative or occasional work with a strong sense of public involvement and 

educational intent."^' Grey believes that, as a "hymn of praise" using various psalm 

texts, the work "still remains extremely general, autonomous of any particular context—a 

kind of all-purpose Protestant Te Deum."^^ 

Met with tremendous enthusiasm, Lobgesang was for a long time Mendelssohn's 

most popular piece. In Schumann's review of the premiere at Leipzig's Thomaskirche, 

he reported that "there broke forth in the audience a whispering which counts for more in 

the church than loud applause in the concert-hall. It was like a glimpse into a heaven of 

^'Stephen Town, "Mendelssohn's "Lobgesang": A Fusion of Forms and Textures," 
in ChoralJournal (November 1992), 19. 

^^Grey, 428. 
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Raphael's madonna's eyes." Its fame wide-reaching, it was the concluding work on a 

music festival in Birmingham in September 1840. (The "Hymn of Praise" title is a 

consequence of translation.) Sir George Grove regarded the symphony as being "as 

characteristic and important a work as any in the whole series of [Mendelssohn's] 

0-5 
compositions." 

Its similarity in structure to Beethoven's work contributed to the type of criticism 

it received. Wagner called it the most idiotic simplicity; Eric Werner believed it was 

O A  

Mendelssohn's "least inspired work, and justly forgotten." Mendelssohn's symphony-

cantata experiment was eventually overshadowed by his later Elijah, and relegated by 

many to the category of failed attempts to match the monumental effort of Beethoven's 

Ninth. Despite all critical comments, it includes many meritorious aspects—his brilliant 

compilation of texts and the special role of the "Nun danket alle Gott" chorale. 

Nun danket alle Gott 

General Description 

Structure in Lobgesang consists of four large movements: three instrumental and 

the fourth choral divided into nine sections (henceforth referred to as cantata). Werner's 

criticism that it lacked thematic unity is obviated by the use of the two-measure motto^^ 

as unifying element from the beginning to the end: initially stated by three trombones at 

®^John Curtis. "Thematic Transformation in Mendelssohn's Lobgesang'^ in Choral 
Journal (February 2004), 21-22. 

^^Ibid., 21-22. 

^^Motto is differentiated from motive in that it is longer. 
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the beginning of the work (see. pp. 236-238), later in the bridge, development, and coda 

of the allegro; again in the scherzo trio; the second section of choral movement; and 

ultimately, within the last ten measures where it provides convincing finality. 

Curtis addresses Werner's criticism about lack of unity by suggesting that the 

motto is present many more times, but in a transformed state; 

The themes [other than the motto in its original form] which Mendelssohn use... 
have, on the surface, quite different melodic contours. Careful analysis, however, 
reveals that they are transformations of the motto. Moreover, the final statement 
of the motto at the end of the symphony-cantata is different from all earlier 
statements, a difference that can be explained by the evolutionary transformations 
of the motto throughout the piece. 

Contrary to Eric Werner's assessment, the "Lobgesang" does possess more 
thematic integration than meets the ear. When transformations of the motto there 
are taken into account, the relationship of the symphonic and cantata sections 
becomes more clear and can be seen as an expression of Mendelssohn's central 
ideas: praise of instruments and voices and the advent of the light of knowledge 
into the world.^^ 

By using this thematic transformation as a unifying technique, Mendelssohn 

demonstrated how much of an innovator he had become. (This variation technique 

became more popular later in the century, e.g., Wagner, Liszt, and Berlioz.) It is 

observable within Paulus (albeit less overtly) and Elijah, with recurring motives of 

Wachet auf in the former, and identifying motives a la Wagner or Berlioz in the latter. 

The utilization of Luther's translation of the Old Testament reflects "the theme of 

the celebration—printing as a victory of the human spirit and of Divine light over 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid., 25. 
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opposition and darkness."^^ Mendelssohn, in order to provide textual unity, begins and 

concludes the cantata: Alles, was Odem hat, lobe den Herrn! Halleluja, lobe den herrn! 

While to many the expression of Mendelssohn's Christian faith is obvious through his 

selection of texts, Grey contrarily suggests: 

The central portion of the text (nos. 6 and 7 of the score, assembled from verses of 
Ephesians, Isaiah, and Romans) points more directly to the symbolic significance 
of Gutenberg's achievement, while also forming the dramatic crux of the vocal 
movements. The imagery of night and darkness yielding to day and light 
celebrates the universal dissemination of the printed word as an act of 
enlightenment. With this gesture Mendelssohn paid homage to the legacy of his 
grandfather, Moses Mendelssohn, and to a tradition of rationalist, universalist 
ethics that surely must have meant more to Felix, finally, than any details of a 
specifically Lutheran dogma. If the texts here conceal a potential conflict 
between the claims of the (scriptural) Word, on one hand, and those of 
humanistic letters and learning, on the other, as the source of enlightenment, this 
very conflict is itself of symbolic significance for Mendelssohn's own situation.^^ 

Mendelssohn, from his earliest days, was immersed in Lutheranism. Readily 

available evidence—the early baptism (albeit controversial), the availability of his own 

words about his admiration of Bach's essence and Christian expression, the letter from 

his sister Fanny - fiilly qualified to illumine on his friendship with and acceptance of 

Schleiermacher's theology—all bring profound question to the validity of Grey's 

assessment. Mendelssohn's selection of the following texts and his effective setting of it 

in the sixth and seventh sections, give his religious convictions adequate representation 

and bring the cantata to its dramatic apogee—all seem to provide convincing refutation. 

Tenor (#6): The bonds of death had closed around us, 
the sorrows of hell prevented us, 

^^Town, 20. 

^•^Grey, 428. 
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we wandered in darkness. 
But He spake: Awake! 
Awake, thou that sleepest, 
arise from the dead, 
I will enlighten thee! 

We called through the darkness: 
Watchman, will the night soon pass? 
But the watchman said: 
Though the morning cometh, 
so also doth the night; 
though you enquire, 
ye shall return 
and enquire again: 
Watchman, will the night soon pass? 

Soprano: The night has departed. 

Chorus (#7): The night has departed, 
the day is at hand. 
Let us therefore cast off the works of darkness 
and put on the armour of light, 
let us gird on the armour of light! 

Chorale (#8): Now thank we all our God 
with heart and hands and voices, 
who wondrous things hath done, 
in whom this world rejoices; 
who from our mother's arms 
hath blessed us on our way 
with countless gifts of love, 
and still is ours today. 

All praise and thanks to God 
the Father now be given, 
the Son, and Him who reigns 
with them in highest heaven, 
the One eternal God 
whom earth and heaven adore 
for thus it was, is now, 
and shall be evermore. 
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On the surface, the texts seem to make no reference to a specific type of behef system, 

however, the references to Christ -the subject of the allegorical Watchman's search for 

the Bridegroom (Christ) in the night, (the Church his Bride); the "He" who will give light 

(Ephesians, Ch.5); the "armour of light" to be put on (Romans, Ch. 13)—are 

unmistakable. 

As Grey, Botstein, etc. have pointed out, the main theme of the Lobgesang 

Symphony is the passing of darkness to light—a limited interpretation that does not 

consider Mendelssohn's deeper theological leanings. (Any active Protestant at the time 

would know the contexts from which Mendelssohn drew the texts for this work, and 

would know the explicit reference to Christ in them.) While Mendelssohn undoubtedly 

celebrates the fact that Guttenberg's printing press facilitated passing the light of 

knowledge, the work is a reflection of Mendelssohn's Christian faith—as indicated in 

part by his dedication to God as Luther's quote at the head of the work suggests: "But 

also I would like to see the Arts, especially Music, in the service of Him who has given 

and created them." 

The chorale (#8) provides ftirther evidence. Its insertion - reflecting Bach's 

influence - is a song of praise by the church which gives thanks for all these "wondrous 

things that Christ hath done." The implication that the benefit of Christ's light is 

universal, as stated in the chorale's text "in whom this world rejoices," bespeaks the 

community element of Goethe's and Schinkel's philosophy, but resonates more with 

Schleiermacher's concept of dependence on Christ. 
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Interpretation 

Structure of the cantata reveals three groupings of sections (herein labeled 

scenes): scene one (sections 2-5) scene two (sections 6-8—the focus of this study) and 

scene three (sections 9-11). Scene two - conceptually similar to an opera—features a 

tenor soloist who asks three times "will the night soon pass?" (see pp. 239-242) A 

soprano solo announces that it has passed. Full-textured orchestra, complete with 

concertante organ, and choir immediately respond with joy, in a lengthy and bombastic 

chorus of thanksgiving on the same text as the soprano; "The night has departed, the day 

is at hand. Let us therefore cast off the works of darkness and put on the armour of 

light!" 

The presentation of Mendelssohn's vision of perpetual light becomes the primary 

objective in the chorus. A bright tone color—vocal and instrumental; articulation—crisp 

with detached quality and slight accent on each new text syllable; dynamics—almost 

constantly forte, phrasing—a growing inertia constantly moving. Finishing strongly, the 

chorus immediately segues into the chorale which is both active and contemplative—the 

cut-off gesture for the former functions as the preparatory gesture for the latter. 

The perpetual forward momentum of the chorus culminates in the famous Nun 

danket alle Gott (#8), which, based on his knowledge of Bach's works, was intended to 

engage the audience. The fact that Mendelssohn elected to set the first stanza a cappella 

(see p. 243) and the second with full instrumentation (see pp. 244-250) raises a question 

about his purpose. That the two stanzas were Mendelssohn's microcosm of the work's 
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overall two-part structure—^praising God with instruments (symphonic part), and voices 

(cantata part)—is a possible explanation. 

Interpretational concerns of the first stanza—^marked Andante con moto, eighth 

note equals 84—follow: quarter note, serving as basis of the pulse, informs the 

conducting (in four); vocal color and articulation from the previous movement continues; 

and a four-bar arch is employed—each two-bar sub-phrase is marked with a fermata in 

the score, and as with other chorales in this study, a breath is recommended after every 

other fermata; dynamics are explicitly indicated in the score. 

Immediately following the first, the second stanza adds to the voices flutes, oboes, 

clarinets, organ, and strings, and while marked Un poco piu animato, eighth note equals 

108, is also conducted in four. Three measures of instrumental arpeggios with crescendo 

prepare the entry of the voices—^unison at the octave throughout. Mendelssohn has 

highlighted the arched four-bar phrases with his dynamics: each new four-bar phrase 

begins softly, crests, and diminishes. While most of the writing for the strings and winds 

is under one or two-beat slurs, the oboe, which doubles the melody of the chorale, is the 

exception with no slurs—important in differentiating the chorale from the constant 

slurred arpeggios. Differentiation is enhanced by detached articulation of the singing, 

with accents on each new text syllable followed by a slight decay. Given the nature of 

the text as a vibrant hymn of praise and universal statement of faith, the vocal color is 

bright, with much resonance. A significant pause follows this movement since it is the 

end of the scene, and because the last two movements are essentially summative. 
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While the fame of the "Lobgesang" Symphony was short-lived compared to other 

masterworks in this study, it well represents the influences at work on Mendelssohn. His 

symphony-cantata experiment, if not fascinating for its conception, provides further 

elucidation about Mendelssohn's ideals. While both the Lobgesang and Beethoven's 

Ninth Symphony picture the ideal community and the ennobling of human relations, 

Mendelssohn's work incorporates a very strong Christian element, especially through the 

inclusion of "Nun Danket alle Gott," and its surrounding texts. 
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CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study has been to provide a basis for more informed 

performances of Mendelssohn's oratorios and symphonies—a clearer understanding of 

his motives for including the chorale form is a logical beginning. Recent debate by 

Botstein, Sposato, and others about Mendelssohn's religious proclivities aroused 

curiosity, which resulted in exploration of the impact of key influences which invoked 

within Mendelssohn a need for expression, most observable through the chorale. Such an 

understanding compels one to interpret accordingly. 

The understanding of how Mendelssohn intended the chorale and pseudo-chorales 

to relate to their surrounding musical material assists conductors in preparing performers 

to better express his intentions in a manner comprehensible to the listeners. This study 

has provided evidence that these forms were intended (not as interruptions to the story) as 

the primary vehicle for his statement of musical, theological, and philosophical ideals, as 

a result of the influence of Bach, Schleiermacher, Goethe, and Schinkel. Of paramount 

importance to Mendelssohn, was his desire to influence the listeners by drawing them 

into the drama and thereby inciting the internal changes aspired to by Luther, adopted by 

Bach, and codified by Schleiermacher. 

The strong influences of Bach and Schleiermacher emerge in Mendelssohn's 

compositional methodology in his employment of these two forms. At least by the age of 

ten, Felix and Fanny had attended rehearsals of the Berlin Singakademie where they 

listened to Bach's music. Soon thereafter, they joined as singers. Mendelssohn was 

introduced to Schleiermacher at approximately this time and they became friends. The 
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theologian described two necessities: the relationship with Christ must be one of 

complete dependence, and the urgency for this in all people—Jewish persons included. It 

is this urgency that becomes apparent in Mendelssohn's musical decisions. Mendel

ssohn's performances of St. Matthew Passion throughout Europe began the international 

revival of Bach's music. Even though he was considered a force in this revival, it 

became only one of the motivating factors in Mendelssohn's life—the other being the 

communication of Christian convictions. The crux of Schleiermacher's theology is found 

in the first chorale of St. Matthew Passion. 

O guiltless Lamb of God slaughtered on the tree of the Cross 
Always found patient. Albeit Thou was despised! 
All sin hast Thou borne else we must have despaired. 
Have mercy upon us, O Jesus. (No. 1) 

Analysis of Mendelssohn's oratorios and s5anphonies illustrates how Mendelssohn's 

employment of chorales and pseudo-chorales served well his purpose of more fully 

engaging his audiences in the sacred drama and communicating his Christian ideals 

espoused by Schleiermacher—in a manner similar to what he ascertained from his study 

of Bach's works, and especially the St. Matthew Passion. 

Various scholars have asserted that extra-musical factors were the motivation for 

the creation of these works. Their conclusions seem to have been predicated mostly on 

the contention that Mendelssohn subscribed to and projected the philosophy of 

Humanism (as espoused by his grandfather and father) rather than to a religion (as 

espoused by Bach and Schleiermacher). The evidence provided by this study shows that 

these contentions demonstrate a lack of comprehension of the religious influences so 

important to Mendelssohn. 



The inspiration received from studying Bach's works and the recognition that 

therein existed an expression of faith, caused Mendelssohn to analyze, understand, and, to 

some extent, replicate Bach's approach to composition. Likewise, the commitment of 

Mendelssohn to Schleiermacher's teachings cannot be overestimated in this debate. The 

consequence of this confluence—Bach and Schleiermacher—strongly argues that 

Mendelssohn's music became a statement of his Christian faith, thereby casting a cloud 

of doubt upon the validity of the theories of others concerning extra-musical motivations. 

All of the chorales in the oratorios and symphonies discussed in this document provide 

evidence to this, especially considering their contemplative role and the fact they could 

have been omitted without altering the librettos. 

Mendelssohn's intellect was inspired and challenged by Goethe and Schinkel, i.e., 

the neo-classical premise that aesthetic response to art would incite a desire for an ideal 

community. While Mendelssohn adopted the chorale as the musical parallel to the neo

classical models of Goethe and Schinkel, it became apparent that Mendelssohn's election 

of the spiritual over the intellectual approach demonstrated his evaluation of the former 

(Bach and Schleiermacher) as being transcendent over the latter (Goethe and Schinkel). 

This choice speaks of his estimation of the neo-classical theory's inability to effectuate 

the ideal community through an aesthetic experience alone. 

The privileged life, the early conversion to Christianity, the early frequent 

exposure to the music of Bach, the gift of the score for St. Matthew Passion, the early 

friendship with Schleiermacher, the opportunity to study and perform the St. Matthew 

Passion, the early friendship with Goethe, and the awareness of a Neoclassical trend in 
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art, all were undeniable formative influences on Mendelssohn as he strove to find his own 

method of speaking to the people. Botstein and others have examined the confluence of 

Bach, Goethe, and Schinkel, Mendelssohn's father and grandfather, added an insignifi

cant Christian espousal, and thereby arrived at conclusions concerning Mendelssohn's 

religiosity without mention of his use of chorales or pseudo-chorales. The addition of 

Schleiermacher to this mix is the clarifying factor in all such postulations. 

In attempting to find Mendelssohn's position concerning neoclassicism and 

religion, one needs to develop a greater appreciation of the Schleiermacher theology and 

its impact on the young man. Thus will one achieve an insight into the methodology 

demonstrated in Mendelssohn's expression of convictions by the use of chorales and 

pseudo-chorales. 

A valid performance of any work is predicated upon the premise of honoring the 

composer's intentions—comprehending the motivation within the compositional 

methodology. Determining the formal structure, dividing it into logical segments usually 

according to text in the choral works, along with ascertaining the momentum within and 

between the segments, establishes an effective communication with the listeners. This is 

the beginning of honoring these intentions; the creative application of musical 

techniques—phrasing, vocal color, articulation, dynamics, and tempi becomes the second 

phase. 

This study has demonstrated that the chorales and pseudo-chorales affect musical 

interpretation of surrounding elements. The limitations of this study, however, precluded 
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thorough investigation of the motivation behind the non-chorale movements. An in-

depth analysis and report on this topic would be a fascinating subject for further research. 



APPENDIX 

Example a. From the voice of Jesus (women's chorus), no. 13, mm. i9-3Z-

Adagio 

Sie - Iw Mif und fe - he In (8e Sudt. 

Arise and go into the city. 

Example b. From the chorus (SATB) in no. 14, mm. 30-33. 

Ma • che dich iot wer - de Uchi 

Rise up! arise! rise and shine. 

Example c. From the chorale (SATB) in no. 15, mm. 1-14. 

Coa 
aufl luft die SUm 

Sop. 

Tptl 

Sleepers, wake! a voice is calling, it is the watchman on the walls 

Example d. From the words of Jesus (soprano solo) in no. 18, mm. 4-8. 

Andaotc Solo 

A-na • ni • as! ste • be auf, und fta« se nach Saul voo Tar - s«. 

Ananias, arise! and enquire thou for Saul of Tarsus 
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OUVERTURE, 
Andante. M.M.J s m. 

Flauti. 

Oboi. 

ClarinettiinA. 

Serpente. 

Corni In D. 

Trombe in D. 

T roinbone Alto. 

Trombone Tendre.\ 

Trombone Basso. 

Timpani in A.E. 

Violino I. 

Violino II; 

d/'m. 

Violoncello. 

Basso. 
A'fir. 

Andante. 



Coil moto. (M. M. J • »2.) 

Saul?Motive 

CoQ moto. 
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Hempre cretc. 

aemfre 

Mtmfre err4e. 

8rm»r^ rvjir 

nf'mpre rr^sr. 
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5 
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m. 

Saul Motive 

r u i f i "  ^ ^ 1 1 -I m P 

w 

f 

ig 

ytk 

flta. 
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Flauti. 

Clurinetti in A. 

m J J j J ^ ^ 
Faguiti. I ^ f 
Yiulino I. 

m riolino II. 

mVi" >iu J ri j J J j j U  i  J  Viola 

Sir r r  r  If .  ^ ?  r Ir  Jr  ^^ flir  r  f r  i f  Soprano. 
Al.lelnGattU der ^fi sei Elir* ud Dank fir lei.u Gna. ii, da. ntm dassnna^ 

TV onkigk i« tkanksmndfraiu,0%oieigtutvhmittti u - verj&ii emmtv^irvtfing totilt a/raiu,'jtiU 

Tenore. 
Al-leinGottiii der HoH sei £lti'udOaak fOrsei-ne G&a-dt*, da-nundaasnnnud niamermflffuu 

Basso 
To Godimki^ i»tkaHk»aKdfTmte,ff'hoieiffna9arimd»h ne . ver,SU eareaMriroofing toilt Mfrminej jind 
Offfaao coiTorl ^ . . r\ .' ^^ , ' ^il . /T\ Violoncello, 

8 Basso 

J IJ 

w 

. reit kann keia Sch« . de.Gau vn.erfflesB'n ut sd-AeMaclit^&Qr das p!icWht;wu er . 1>e^flU,'Wohlu8.iroUiiiisdes Kfr.rei. 
jj ^ I , ^ I . I . , , . ^ 1^. • I 

• I  J J i i j T J i J i i J j  j U  j  J  J J i j  
karmtAailnttfkug ne . ten On Aim wf re$t,with Jiitk a»**rd, Of c/ZMa/AW tkg mij^tjf Lord, For. t.9irandf9r « ver. 

^ » /?N ^ ^ . 

IriUi.reiikaiin kftia Scha. dfi.Gaiix aA-em«sa^ i^t Sfi.neMarkt^aiiT das ^scMek^'was er« be.dar]it,'WoMiui9,'wnUTUt» d«t Her.reiU 
/rs - ^ • 

W'J J Jgif r ? ̂ i r  M  l  p i  
all that live the Lord, for e^verandfor * _ \ter. harmthallreach u* ne _ v f t :  Oh  ktinwere»t,wxtk faith aaewdy Of 

/rs . . \ ' • . .. /̂  
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CORO. 
Allegro moderato. J::i04. 

Corni in C. 

Coriil in II altii. 

Tromhe in C. 

JT 
Tromlione Alto. 

Tromhone Tkiiore.' 

Trombonf Biisso. 

TimpunL in C.G. 

Violino I. 

Viola. 

Soprano. 

Alto. 
St«^nLjpit ihn, stei _ 

StnMhim ta death, tfoiur h'm in death, 

Tenore. 
SM-nL^Uin/steLni-^flin, st«i . nL^tDm, 

Stone him to ieaik^cnekim io death, tlone kirn to death. 

Basso. 
Ihn, 

atonehm to d^ath, 
Strf-nl^t ihn, steLnl^st ihHj sf«i _ 

St'iivhim to death, Mtonehim to death, ttone^ 
nlg«t ihn, 

him todeath, 

Violoncello e 
Basso. 

Jf 
Allegro moderato. 
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RECIIATrVO « CHORAL. 

Flautu. 

CInriaetti inB. 

Salt 

Violinb I. 

Viola. 

Tenore Solo. 
udic^eUit: Herr»l«. Iwl.te -

t n J d c w m  M t U t r i t d  *  .  l a u d :  L w r d t L u g  9 » t t k i a * i n  U t k t i r  
/?s' Yd. 

fie Bteinif tex iki; er kniiie ale . 4ar 
Andtkeytfn . td 'kirn, * ' ' ' ' ' 

Recii. 

PP PP 

pp 

Redi. dim. PP 

ua..—meiuea Qeist ftufl Uad ala er das jce.aa^Cj 
. eeht mjf Spi.rUi AndvSkenke had taidikU^ 

eat _ Behlief er. 
ke feil a - tletf. 

Sdn-de judit! Herr'' Je.eU; 
charge. Lord 

Bftssi 



no 

CHORAL: 

1 

lu i^ldalcker- n.tn, 4ir, El.fa.tkis Idi Ux. D> airiUeliii list wU Lo-kn, 
f I PV., I . I I I 1_--| 1 !?L. .V 

^TeA TaTkati^ Lvrdji gUldmif S/Lrit, wio trg^yt^im' l0M,tkU wur-taj eAaintXg Uifnm Tkt* -tn 
•  •  •  £  —  I 1 —  .• C s  -  • 

n.„ DtrHair,tlx .-will Idaldi er . n.km,llr, in.Mt ELgo . uiuiIch UV. Dm au tUeistatlit meU Le^o, oass. p. /Ts 

• jrpThee,*. Lordf i t/uid^ Spi-rit,wk0 hj^,VtU mtr.Ul chain! Mg lift'I hut form STktt m . 
Vol. rfr^nocolVecL -M. ^ -

ereio. 

«re*c. 

ud StexJieA wlrdnirdaanGe.iriut. idi It.t# iir, tter.lte fel dn but nela, lo oUr. • 

bVJ.iJ J J 1,1 J  J iJ i^rrfjfr  Of! 
"AndDeath ^ comnmg eki«fje*t gain^ tnTk9* t Uttfin The* I mU. CoMj«nt,f«r Th«u art i»9«r nigk^ 

^ P 

— uiui Ster.lieiL wwmirduuLOe.wiu.Idi le.bt dir, Ich iter.W- iir, lei da nor aejAyfo mix. 
^  ^  J I J  J  '  j  J  '  '  - I t  p ^  P  

' f f r  ' ^ 1 , '  J |  1 1  H . n i  I f  I I  
, TnTktfil iiv»f in Thief die.VoiiJtnt,/or Tkou art a^ver nighy. . Atid Death he . comn mg ihie/.e$t • gain. 

f T r f^.ym f-
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Violino r. 

^^[ouno II. 

Viola 

Tenore Solo. 

Violoncello e 
Basso. 

j (j* p- f r I '1^ I-' p 1^' ^1^1' I' (̂ 1 
&l8 er a^deaWe.^mr ud na.he lu Da^Baskos um . .leidiie.te Uui 
as he jetr.ney.ed, he came near un.to Da.mae . eae when sud.deitjy tikere ehtM m -

Flauti. 

Clanaetti in A. 

Fag-otti. 

Corni in A 

Corni 

Trombe in Es. 

Tromboni 4Iio 
e Tenore 

Trombone Basso. 

Timpani 
in Fis. D. A. 

Viohno I. 

Violino H. 

Viola. 
ere*e. . 

P' p f PI ^ 1'-^ P P I 1̂ 1 P P [' I'T ij 
plotzUdi eluLlditTam Hinunel.iuid «r ffel avf Er.w, udhor.te ei . m Stiauae, dl« ^racbn Uuat 

Tenore 

Soprano I.H.? 
cs 

Alto I. II. Z 

Violoncello e 
Basso. 

I ^ remiKxm a tight from Beavemani he felt h the Sarthj andkehearda veiee eayJng^un . U hiM: 

Bassi 
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Retfit, 

W 

dim. PP: PP 

frem. 

k« ' 

Sftul!. 

Kkjf /er. M.eHftt thou 
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dim. 

tram. 

1 r I ^ P' P P Uer Herrspraehsn ilLm: 
and tk* Lord said to kirn: 

Herr,-wer 1>ist da7 
Lordl wk« art thou? . 

loh bin Je .'BU Ton Ifa. za.zetli, 

«Ar. #«« of /fa Ma. r«ti, tckom thorn for -
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wir tv 

rp 

VT 

dim, _ 

inD« 

trem. 

trem. 

J J IT r p 
Tkd er apnch ait Zit.t«nLiiJid Z«.g«ft: 
And ke eaid, trembling and as . ftntitA'd: The Lard said tt kim, 

(rem. 
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Adagio. 

'laiaiai n rti i I i 

Ste.he aaf and g:e,Iitf in die Stadt^ da wird man dir sa.^a van da thu iioU»t 

Adagio. 
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. CORO. 
/. Molto ^egro con faoco. 

Fluati. 

Oboi. 

Clurineiti in A. 

W 

Corni in D. 

Trombe In D. 

Trombuni Alto 
e Tenore. 

Trombone Basso. 

Violino I. 

Violino II. 

Viola. 

Soprano. 

Alto. 

Tenore. 

Basso. 

Orpano. 

n.isso. 

Molto Allcsro con fuoco. 
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T^fTPi  

feretc , crest. 

OT JTIl 

k " ! ' . . . r  T P  I f  f r r r If r r r If r r r 'r-T-r r t r r r 
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<5/^ or9 -

7-

U?!" 



f '»s  

\Ku\ 
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m 

£L 

ver,de Llcht. 

JtUfi! ff . n'jtf/ riM9 and shine, rite and thintr! 

Ma.clu) dlch auf, wr. de Liclit, 
/?«**.' «f! a . rtW/ rite and thine, 

wer. de Liclit, 
rise and shine, 

wer.de Lichti 
rise and ahine! 

Ma.clie dir-h auf, wer.de Licht, 
. Rise! up! a . rise! rise and shine, 

1, 1 ,  

and 
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Coil moto. Jiss. 
'« » 

Clurinetti inA. 

kM 
Corni ia D. 

Comi in A. 

Tromboni 
Alfo e TenoreJ 

Trombone 
Basso. 

Violino I. 

Soprano. 

nss.die Stim _ me der 'Vlthter, 8«^ both «i[f der Z\A 

Alto. O 

Shep«n,traketa vot'ceh call . M tkt watfJiman 

Tenore. 

"Wiujiet atiflrnfl onii die Stim - dfr Wn<)iter, ii«4ir 1i <k )i  «af der Zin 

Basso. 
StuepefayXoakda vpict it ecJt .. in^ i!f tkn watdtmoH 
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. vntH AUf, do Stiidt Jr . ru . SA . Icra! "VS^iAt anftdiT 

I ' J ' I  I I  J i J I i , !  .  W 
jtaUa:^ TA**it Ci ^ ef Jf , r« - na.teml^ For M 4»_ 

T ' T i f  r 7 i f '  r  I  i v ^  u  m 
(isf, da Stadt Ji* . ra . M . Icm!. '\Sn«)it mifldrz 

r  I f f  1 1  I f  
XA/>h ttf of Jf - ra . 

r 'I I 
For i»l the 

w 
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m m 

/Cv 

P 

C T f f U f .  -

"Eraat*^un knmm(,9tvht ttuf!dio Lftinpea nKhat.Halk . lu.JalMaditeQihbttjeltzv E . wig* _ keit^^ 

/?v ^ 

Briiejfrvam eom^lM . riHif,and talrjf»iir' tnatfalHalle - In A^vock»lHin.tii>g4am. u at . handle 

/•-

Braa^iruni knauoUtftht anfldle Lainp*ni^ n«>hinKHHUfla . Ja!Mathttni<lih«^t znr £ 

I f  J I  j f  f  i r  I '  i  
, -  y m 

BriH^ffroom comnil A . ri.-r,antf take your lampnlHaHe _ lu ^ Jnk!j4 .traki-iffin kingdom at hnndl^ 

O ^ ^ O 
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m 

P 

w 

ibr m&s _ 9et ihm ent - ^. gvn 
Jvrth, gn forth- to m^fet i^our Lvrttl^ 

J I I J  J i j  f  i  J - j j  
. 9«rf ihin - /^air«lin, * Ihin. 
' .jrv forth im tioet y»*r Lord! ^0 forth 

«nt _ ^.|rea pfKn.— 
to mrrtjihur Lont!^ 

xet !hia ent. ^nlin, Ihjn. 
fo forA to' mret jfoitr Lord! f*-

ent . ^ . . . iren . frelSo* 
j"» forth to. wuttfyonr. ZW/ 

m Tini:* 
forth, 

»Hf ihm «nt . peKft, 
go forth to moot yonr Lord! 

pB . i^a ffc^R.„ 
meet t/owr Lord!^ 
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V 

Tenore Solo. 

fQBi 1 mn, ' 4aM» 
- tker rhd tkfS M4 r<wV fvr PmI^ Md «#» _ «•// _ gi 

sie iha tod 
mifekt kilt 

COKO. 
Allegro molto. J.r»4. 

TP 
Viola, 

Soprano. 

Alto. 

Tenore. 
der zn Je. ra . M.leiii Ter.stSr . 
who in Je .rm . M.ltfm ' • 4^ - »trvg 

Basso. K 

• Violoncello e 
Basso. 
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itft dasni^r. Ur n Je. 
{h JSr. is ikf» A# 

der 'zn J« _ ri . sa. lem T«r . stor . t# 
mk» iM Jtf. n . M. Um ia - Wr<gr _ ed tU 

wdtiAlitrt k» /rMol . $thf 

rTa . . . . mm 
noM# mkiA ktre 

- stSr -

der n Je. 

. die _ ten. . Na •. men 

FP 

ist das nidit der za Ja . rn _ s&Jem. rer _ stor - te 
it -thw ke who in J/t . ru ^ »oJem iit - stroa -

ist das nicht. 
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Hap.iii G.D. tfae. 

•.IMI 
_  »mUinff m  tkMt frttnm . Ar • 

rK.Mt-lem ftff.KSr . te! 
rx. tmjttm . «/. 

ditr x« jo . n . MMem ver.stor . te! 
Jtf I'a J*. ru.tM^Um 4*.iUrfj . *4. ^ 

L  1 1 . 1 .  

•I'M - "!• a. 

r  •  r  r  I  m A1 . die 41#' . 
«// _ e^li _ «N titf/ 

Na . mei an _ rt _ . . _thi? 
l u i m ^  r k i d t  h e r e  h e  p r e e A  . . .  

ere$»» 

Cor.u £a. 

>er. BtHJXL 

a// 

V«r. tttani 

Maf all 
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•turn _ 

km 

itiir. . n«r, ••IT • nit bQS 

. fatmd #// 

k :i LIU 

mlt Uun! 
kim 

ihm! • 
wn^f 

yftg mit Uim! 

him 
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Adagio./. 72. 
CiarLall a ». 

0 J* . »ii inJuTM I* 

0 TkvBf tk* true and •«. (v Ligit! SOLO. 

0 Je'. »BCkri-»te, wAjMtldrt, 

r  I f  J -  r  f  | J  ^  
0 .Tioih tht irut Mltd on.u Li^t 

Ba^so 

^ Adagio, i* 
J. • 

• *" LJJ:—^ 

A I ^ 

r "mT I 
• -

n tH 

—n 

1 

-

> tli 

y J 7 JJ ^ 
-;LLk=—• ^ w —, 

J ^  ^  P  
r-T—T r-tr-1 ' •J :— 

J  >  •  
i ' iJ ' 

 ̂ ' h 

1 = 
?• > - LiJ 

er.le^dUe die dicakeaAen -iiicu, 

j . j i j  J  J  .pu  
Di^ Ttet tk$ S«mU tkatmttk iii_ nighty and hrinx tknn*M€tkt/ijfm€U 

nad 1)ria. jre mTa lam.ler 

t 
er. wvelrtv «ie dioli keasea aiciu, 

and irin/;- 'neaih % Di.rtct ike SvnU (hat wilk tA 
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Fl. 

Tirm. 

ih.nSeeraook . f.UgmrS. dass 

T0TT1. 

T» ' JUdOunrhUti R(t. imftUm tkgm. 
T0TT1. 

ih. n* Seel'tuck M.li;werd'. Zr . 

Jtnd their hle$t J{e^iemft{0iiUien. 

Org. 

PU. 
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ijS' 'ffl 

W 

m 

m w 

U - MflttfMw »A9 ^ r#aM; Ok! eafi tke mand*^ rtr AiW. 7/ kome^ 

leuch.tH die d& find rer.'blendt, brin^ M die tick TO& US |re. treut. 

IdTicii.te die d& find Ter.blendk, 

(k . mine tko»8 mko Hind. Iif roam, , 

h brin^ ier die Bich -roa uss ge. trensti 

Ok! call Ike wantT. rtr . kind. Ao j *#. 

/lI. J 1 =J=. i |  1, 1 " , . 1  • ,  IJ • J -1' 1 rl 1 1 ' >" =! 

, ,  , - f-4 i  
^ r H 'r t ' 

'•J • 

^ '  W-
J i  i  i  . 

r 1 '  

^ ^ 

M 1 ' 
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f  
J  I  1 1  

pr ^ Jt i  

T«r - •aom . ̂  ' dit . ttm . et ^Ka, 

> . jitM 

I  | [  I  
Tk* harit ati . rq^ lAat 

^ r  • r  r . . .  ic j  r ^  
Ter - sasua . 1« die <er '. »trea. «t giVtL, Q i r  ^ 
Tl# iear,t» a»t _ rajf ' Ma/ . k  _ '.ntVn erave, 

tujcM 

mactf 
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^ ^ l' f 
bo 

w fe _ sttfic di« In Zwel - fel itftKn!. 
Mo««f in dauhtf C»k . firm tud $aef!— 

dim. 

r  t /  I f .  r .  
iie ua Zwvi. ft*! itefia, 

W 
te - fter die 

/A<9«<r M duubtf C9n ^ yTm «ittf jarr. 

fe - 8t«r Im Zwei. 'f«l ste£a, 
tko*t in dnnht, ton - Ji^m and aavr. 

Zvel. . .fttlttvHn!. 
firm $avff 

dim. 

Zwei. . .fttl SteKa! 
firm tatt! 

. Btitr dle_ la Zvei. fi*I vttiKoi 
thutm in diinhi, enn _ Jirm knd $arr! 

i J 

J  J  J  
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UEClTATiyO, AKlA e COUO. 
Allegro iixol(to; aa»«-

Violino I 

Viola. 

Tenore Solo. 

Xtm wkgn . the ketri Uut 
Vluloncello e 

Dasbo. 

"ZJ - , Hecit. Basso Solo, 

Klel.der, iLfti sprang u^tordas Tolk, lolirio . ea udspraehen: 
garmenh, and mn in cri/.tHg out, , aW 

wum^tUir da? 
do yt tkeM4 thing* 

alnd vich. sterb.li.clie MtriLM^ngleldilhs. 
we ai 1.90 art tun 9/ like fat.iioM with your. 

Ihr euch If. keluea^ollt 
mat '• jnr ahould turn c . aajf 

and pre.dlfen each das E . Tan.^-;. li. am^ dass 
whufreach un'.h gou, in peace and ear.neet.neee, 
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Toft die. sem fal . selien 
fr^m 9.U A»m t9H. t . tiit» (hi, mhit made the 9tU»trtkili He* . 94m$, /i# 

'•Cor.in P. 

trem. 

Ail eiL.'ie Gotten slndTH^.rei, 
,jitt your i.daU atrial fiUekaadf 

Er.i« v&d daii Meer. 
Earth, and the S«ai 

"Wle der Fro.|]L«t8pTlckt: 
A* eaitk the Pro,fket: 
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Gott irolL.iiet nicht ^ Tempoln Keius.J^eiLli!Ln.deiL madLt. 
G«d dwrti.fiA npt 'tn temfUt, . tn iemp.Ut wtadt a/itk kanda. 
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Allegro assal moderatu. J 3 <0. 

dass ihr Got.t«» Tern. pel 8«id, Uir aieht, 

Allegro assal moderato 

Gelst 
S^i 

Got 
«/ God. dwell.efh milk . in rit 
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Tem_"f^., pel 'Got . tea rer - der . len .wlrd, deairird Gott rer . der . leu. 
GoJ'm Tem . fit ie , ft . . leth, . God»kall sure ie »- stnig him. 
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[iErm 

Dtuder T«m . . p«l Gottes iMt &ei 
/»r Uf Ttm . ' fie 9f God ' ia ko 

ente. 

da^ seid ihx, 
wkiek ye ars. 

itr seid ilir, deui der Tenuj^ Got.tes iat hei 
wAicA Tem//e ye are, for the Tern.fie ef God ie kt* • 

ereac 
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//, teit'e/k TfmfU ' $9 ' 

tllf OTM. 
,Con molio dimoto. j=iia. 

fa* 

But cur Gcd a . hii.eth in Bea . • . venJiU wUl di. recLeth all the morldl 
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mifimprit /«a/^ 
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A.bcr VB'. mr Oott 1st Im Ela. . mel^er scKaf.fet U.Im mu tr wlUi erm^affot ALIm, trtdafCrt .A1. 
B»t our. Cod a _ kid.4tJk Ai miU ii . rtct.M mil tk* wortdl i* wUt di^ rotLgtk, kit mUt di^ rioi . 

"mm Ugat 

opraiLo I. 

in . N«r Oott 1st Im .fflm . 
S»t 9ur God s g . Hd. *tk U Bf . 

Alto. 

IF  A. u . ser 6«tt Ist im. Him . . xsl, la 
But our God M . Hd.oiA in ffeg , . 9#iiy ' in 

Tenore. 

m 

Basso; 

Ji.ler nu . ser Gott ist la Eia . 
But our Cod a . bid. «th in B«a . 

mel, 
V f H \  

la Hia, 
in Bot^ • 

' les 
oth 

•ma er 
cii tko 

1. jt-W VL .. ier Gott 1st fm Him . . . m«l, 
morldt But our God ' a . iid. otk' in H«a . . vcn, 

im Elm . . ad/ft.W« 
in Ben . . 9onj tut our 

=BT 
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m«l| wt im Hia . 
99n,hi^ in Baa 

mel, ft. W' VI . fcr GoU isk In Hia 
9€»fk»l 9ur (rvJ a . hU.ttk fa Bia 

f  r I "  f  r - '  
&t in HIb  .' mei, ist ia Hia 

warn/ im Be* 
j • „ J . *"* 

mtrl, a. li<r u . ier Gott 1 
V9H,.kMi 0ur GU « . kid.etk U Bf 

B«l, « . ber ui - s«r Gott ist ia Hia . 
'vmiftai our €»d « . kid.4tk i» Bern . 

aei^ k. ber UL . ter la Hia . 
!«/ Cad m . kid.alk U Bea . 

u . ter GoU ist ia Hia . . aei. 
Gad ' c . kid.tih in Bea . tan, 
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«. ber u . ser Gott irt - la 
k*t par Gad . .c . kid.atk -in. 

iat im Hia . ael| 
high in Bea' , veni 

er scKaf.ftft- A1 . les 
Bta miif di , rect. 4tk 

•was er will, was er . will, 
ali th4 martd ail the mvrld 

ser willj «r sduf-xet Jd . 
all tka world, kia wilt dt. reel . 

. les, er selux. ret 
. atk, kia mitl di 

er schuLfet A1 . Ics 
BU mil di . reel. ttk 

f  I r  rrr ' i" 
was er-will, er sca&i.iet Al.les 
all Iht world, Ait will di . raat. ith 

les was er will 
Bi'a wUl di . reel. ath ell th« world, all tka 

was er will, er sch&f.f«t A1 . 
all tka world, kit will di . reet . 

ckaf.fet Al . les 
reel. elk 
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tcliaLAt A1 . 1m w «r nill, ivu 
mi/i di.net. eth «// tkeweftdf di.reci kU di. reei . etk, 

• kit 

lei Lirudr' irlllyJ. 
. etk «// tke werldf. 

mser will, cr tekaf. ftt A1 . . 
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'Will, ' . aTT 
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. ] I Uf, k.Wr ik . Mr 
tth all . tke werld,Baieer Ced 

• - . les, er 
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^-sdaflet A1 - le«, A1 ~ 

kis milt di . reel . 
k.ber u I MrwttTTTWr 

'ffnl enr Ged a . kid. etkj ev 

Bet tar God 
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Tromb.B.. 

Gott ist im nim . mel, 
kid.etk in .. vvn 

A. ber ui . ser Gott 1st im Kim' 
Bui tfir Gpi m . in ' Bt* 

ser Gott ist im Himmel, 
» . iid.gtk in Heaotn, 

a.ber un.'ser. Gott; 
kigh in ' • Bta . 

« .ber 
But our God 

t.Wr m . ser Oottist im 
hiti our find a . hid.otk .in 
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er sdiaf. fet' A1. lef, 

Kin . . der 
/y AU 

dass ' vir 
iu» 

VBHf kit milt it, rfci.itk ult tkt wrld, kU milt. 

Ku er irlll, tr 
aU tk0 m0rU, kit mitL^ii 

ttA . Mr Gott bt bn. Him . 
Gtid . h\i..9tk in Uea . ki» will '^di . rtct . €tk 

nim . ui.ser Gott ist ia Eim . laelj 
Hea ', v€% kf m , iid. etk in Hea . vtn. kit mili 
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ser Gott lat la' Elm. . mvl, er tdLaLfet A1 . . les^ a. ber v j l  
kit miU 4i . rtot Hk.But o»r Goi s.ber u.ier 

ik/ MP C»i c . 

T0et \ elA eU.But our Gpd a . iiiMk in Hea . 

a . Iter an . tivr Gott ht im Him . 
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«r sduif. fet ALlea. 
kiM mill ii. net.gfk. • i t  
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scKftf^fet A1 . les, Xl.les, * mel, 

er schftf.fet Al.les. 
kit will di . reet . 

mel, er sc^.fet ALleSj 

le» iras 
rttt . ttk ait 
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er Hill, &.D«r in . ser uoU 1st .im El]ii 
all tk« K»rii. But 0ur God « . Hd.etk in Ut€ 

an, Im His 
in ilea 

mel, im Him . 
vtn, in ' Bon . 

Gott, a.eer on . ser Gott ist Im Him 
tea. B»t oar God n •. Sid. *tk in Bta 

er u . i<r Gott ist im Him 
nil ikf world. Bnt our God 4 . ̂iV. elk in Jffn 

owl, utt 
venf kigk 

' ft.oer ui . ser Gott i$t im Him . 
But our God a _ kid.otk in Boa 

LA HIM 
in ' B*a 

wa3 er 
all tko world. 

a.ber' nn . ser Gott ist im HimTmelj mLL Im Hlnr^ 
But our God a . bid, 4th in Ben . von, kigk-. in Bea _ world. .von. 

rr? 

RECITATIVO. AUen-o 
Yiblino I. 

Yiolino 11. 

Yiola. 

Sovrano Solo. 
licli oin 9 er. iLOb 

and tkero waa 
Moloncello e 

Basso. 

Tken tk« mal.ti '.tade woo atir. rod • up.^ n.gaiiuit thomi 
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NU5. COUO. 
, AJlcgroTirace. J=»«. 

Flanii. 

Oboi. 

Clarinetti in B. 
>«. 

Fagotti. 

Comi in C. 

Corni in F. 

Trombe in C. 

TromboneTenorei 

Trombone Bassal 

Ophiclei'cle. 

Timpani in C. G. 

Violino 1. 

l̂ormo n. 

Viola. 

Soprano. 
£r Bpottet u.ser. 
ffe moeJMi mf 

Alto. 
A -htr dcr Herr siekt cs nlclit, er ^ottet u^ftT} 

JW iolk ika »e»' it n0tf He modtetk at ir«y 

Tenore. 
Erspottet u-ter. 
He moeketk at ««/ 

Basso. 
A JitT der Herr «leht ta aicht, 
jet doth the Lord $et it not: 

Krspottft u.s«r, 
lie moeketk at K/i; 

Org.mo. 

Violoncello 
e Basso. 
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i r r r i r  n  
or spottet u-tor. Der Find 1ft t-ber us j^e.koni. 
Be me^tk ai ue; ffi» eur$e JiafA faUen iewn up . en 

A.ber&rHmflekt es nicht^er sp«ttet wi.s«r, 
}W ioth ike Leri tee ii met, He meehrik si aw, 

er qo\t«t vn . fcr. 
He med^k et m; 

«r spottet n . ser, 
He «/. .M, 

er spottet vn .-ser, er spottet- n- ser. 
He medu^ ei ue. He wte<ieA ei m; 

erspottst n.ser, ersp»ttei la.fer. 
He ei ntj He.meeketk ei •«; 

f 
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dvr FIocIl ist t.ber mis ^. kom . 
Hit cunt katkf fallen d&rnn tp _ pn 

t.Wr us"-ge. koH. . 
k^tk fal.ltndawn «/. m !_ 

DefFtui ift 
Hia «#, «/ - nai 

Flud ist 
Eta nraa hath 

id ^.kom.KtfB, 
hath falJen damn up . an nat 

f I J. 
usjut ft.k«r wu 
uaf-kaA, fal-tan damn np . 

D«r Flidi lit ft.k«riu ge . kom . meft, t.k«riu gv.kom. 
Mtf faKlendamn ap .an Bia anna kaik fal.Undawnnp . 
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erwird us ytr - foLgni bis er. 
Hi$ wrath milt f I "" " 

_ pn bis er «bs 
. M9 till J9ir i!r. till Et ie. M| /Br _. 

foL^m bis er uu tdd . tet, 
«*« n» HU Be i«. ttroy w, 

bis er uis iSi. _ tet, 
/tV/ He i$ ^ gtrcy m, 

bis «r 
/t?/ He i« . atrag %afHiamratkmillfnr. 

tSd.tet, erwird us' rer. 

er wlrd rer - bis er viui tSd . tet,. Ter 
Hit wrath mill pur - ate ua till He ie. atrag 

foLgn bia. er us tSi 
pur - tne, ua till He ie . atreg 

erviid us ra . foLfcn bis er qss t9d . 
Hit mrath millyur-tua ua till He ie . atray. 
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erias tod .tet, 
EtMwrtikwiOfar.tMe as tiil Be is.'tirsy us, 

trwlrd usTCT.fol . geOf 
Bis mrafkmiltfur. sw ita, 

«ririrdiui8Ter.folj^ bis tr ua tdd . tet, 
BfswrstkmUlfuraus MS till Be de .strsg us, 

eriBi tM . tet. 
su« us HU Be is.strsj Ms-. ' 

erirird vnsTer.foIgei >it «r vu 
B^swrsik^iU^fur,su* us HU Bs 

(TKlrd'oiuTerJrol . gen, 
BiswnUiwiUfMr.siu u$, 

.tet, erwirdusTvrJ'ol^ Vn fr 
Bitmrstkmttfi 

4«d . tet, 
tiU Bf ds. siroy us, 
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lia er vm rrirird. uuTer. 
Ml He ie . etroy nt,Hi»wnihwillfnr. 

gen, erwirdmnsTer-folgenbls emns iSd . M, 
"" — • ffg^ Hi»wratk'iinHfur.ttie as till He ie^etroy 

CTwirdiuuiTer.folgen lis tt-iou tM . tft; 
Biawratkmillfur.eue ma till He ie. eirey 

fol^liis criw t5d . trt, to er 
eue tt« till He ie,etreg **• He 

L_ . •-nV 

enfirA V98 ftr. folgca 
HiewnthmiUfur.w m, 

fol _ g^n. Der FlurX i^t 
Hi* curte Aatk 

t . let joa' g« . kom 
/al. len iarnn af . em 

men,. 
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foLge&Vii er mis tSd - tet, 
M u UU Be it - ut, 

er wird hds rer . fol^n lis er uu tod . tet. Dvr 
Hi$ wralk will fur, tue u» tUl B« ie . airey ue.BU-

erwird us TPr. fol^n. l>i« er us tSd.tet, erirird luis tvr . fol^ lis er 
7.'. — x.*/f tr. J. U' it _.•« . ^.-n rr. 
erwirdusTPr. fol^n li« er us tSd.tet, erwird luisTer . fol^ lis er ibb. tSd.tetjlls er ii« 

Bit mntkvillpmr . tur.K* till Be de.eiroy ut,Bf*mratkmi//fKr^ eue us till Be de.ttreg kty till Be ie. 

er -wird uas Tcr . fol^n lis er ms tSd .tet, er -wird Ter _ Yol^a lis er vaa tSd - tet, _ . _ . ... 
Bit wratk mill pur - eue tut till Beie.etreynMyBiewTeikwiUfnr.eue ua till Be ie . tirejf 

lis er 
tiU Be ie . etrot/ 

er-wird luia Tier . fol 
.—^Biiwratkwillfur. ne 

tod bis er vns 

Vcl.' 
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. „Deaii ich der Herr ieiu Oottn eJa «if.ri.jP'r Gott} iep Hi.ter Miii . le . that an den 

U tk9 Lord fa.tkfn* tin* oik (kn 

„Deiai i<ji der Herr <^tt, Idi Mn ein, «if. ri.f«r Gott, der da hei^.sucht d» Tir-tq* 

' r m • ^ I t . L rT\ p, . /?s 

For Ht ihtt Lord Oodj I t« « jetJcus God: und He - $H. Hk «// Vi9 fa . ik«ri tins 

Grave. 
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Klodern, Ufl ti& drit.te imd Tier.te Glied du-m die mich has. . oen. 
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Tad tkt*. e.'Bara. 
p fraft , 
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eAUdrgn ta tke tMiri and tkt fourth ge.ne. rt - tion of ikom that hate Him, ' ^iMx. 

Kindent, bis la^ .drit.te iind rier.ts Glled ae.rer die mich has. - sea. 

I l|. M 
Bit mor . ct># on 
"m- si 

Tnd tku - . e B«m. 

children to the MfW and the fourth gi^ne.rm . tion of tk«m that htifo Him. 
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Bia met _ aieo on 

J i ij i 
M. J=jJz m 
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ikon . Mii/i fatty. ««r - tiea ikon ianit fatty fall 4tt 
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«n Tir. .lea Ta«.«eK.I«>i,_^ 
Hig wur . eitt «« ikoatandM /•//,—. 
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jff/s mer - eigg m /i«ic _ Bondt faltj 
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Barm sif . kelt 
. 9andM fait. 
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Hmu - tani* fiUf an fJiam - $aniM /kUy Bit . mer - _ eiu 

Tul . ten. 
tAaM - tandt 

._ an Tie . . len,_ Tie . len Tan . nn . ien, 
0H tAoB - _ .tand4 'P • tanit 

" " • ,P -r~^ ,r 
.• li^-kelt- Tie 4 len Tan . sea •& 4en, Bam Iwr . .riff-tkom - Mnrff _ aanas fktt, 
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m m 

keit an tie . len, Tie . leu Tan . sen . den, 
/all, M iioM. sand* ftU, »n ikoM _ tandt fall, 

•vie-leu Tau-flen 
Mtfr. Hea on ikouaenit 

•10.lei ' Taix.a«n 
mtr^eiea m VioutaAdn 

vie.leh Taa.sen 
mer^eiea vn tAoMtinula iiOM. 

Jc«it as Tie . lea Ta% . . len . ' . dea,. 
/ally an tAeu . > . . « aanda f'lh-

Tfe.len- Tan.sen . 
mer.efca on iko*»and» 
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Flauti. 

Clarinetti in B. 

Fngotti. 

CorniuEs. 

Violino I. 

Violino n. 

Viola. 

Soprano, 

miS.QCARl 
Pi& Adaf 

"ETTO. 
io. J:U. /T\ 

JP ^ 

.5s 

PP 

/?s 

/r\ 

/TS 

i r -

PP 

C\ 

sy  •"  
PP 

' n\ 

gn= 
rr 
/r^ 

i!y 

HjiK 1, — 

0 
rr 

IB' Ml " U 

Alto, 

Teaor«. 

Basso. 

Orj^ono. 

Violoncello e 
Bxsso. 

S i  

Wtrf deln 
Ck4i <i> 
rr 

AA. Ue.g^n avf lea Herrn. 
htnl.ttf jr/»_ #« tkf Lordf 

der'wifddldiTvr.sor.feA, ui wlrd dei 
B« Aatt tk«»f Bi miU A9. 

Wlrf dtfis 
Ct*i (kjf 

An. he.goL anf den Eexrn, 
hrd.M tif, M /I# Lord,, 

tit 
r (I •!' 

Wlrf deU An.Ue.fea tiif denH«mi, 
ihjf iiitd.eit IT/. Zordf 

TVltf delA Aa.lie.gtaauf d!e& Herrn, 
Ciut tkf htfd.tn Mf.pH the Lordf 

deririrddlam. foz.g«a, ud virddcs 
and B« ikatl «M. k(n ikMe, B0 tu. vtf mUt 9^. fir ikt. 

I ^ ^ 

der Wird dlchTer. sor.^n, lad wlrd dea Ge-reduinrilAt 
and B0 duUltuM.tain fA«4,B0 na. 9tr wUl 9t^..fir ik4 • 

/?s -

I P M ji ji 
rlid dea Ga-^edLMCilcfcl 

der vtrddichTer.ior, gun, ud wirdden Cta.ra^Jeaili^ 
and Bt tkaHtna.tain tkea, B» M. oar miU m^.fir 1k« • 

PP 

Pl^ Adagio. 
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-w 

„Pi di /TV n\ ======= 

...TT-iS /r\ . 

f ' 
r>i 

r 
PP 

ilf, -
/TS 

|i aa TP 
i)' 

W 

r\ 

r\ 

-ii 

fT\ 
J -E= 

•J W 
PT 

1"^^ ' • 
f7\ 

— 

T ' 

injr.ui!h la Ih . n.lia 
f r r I f 

Us . sea. Dean sei.ae Gu.le reloht 
rigi . ieoiu to fiU; Ho U t/ ttjr rigftt kand. Tkjf mer. eg, Lord, w groot. 

. iri^lich ia—Us.sea.Bean sei.ae Oaa.ds reio&t 
teoMo to jkUi Bo— U ot Ajf right Und. Tk$ mer. oy. Lord, U greoi, 

- vi^lioh la tTa . ra.he Its .  tea.l>eaA sel.ae Oas.^ releht 
tooMo to fall', Bo io ot tkif right kaU, Tkjf mor. og. Lord, io groot, 

. wlgLUeh la ITa . ra.he Us . tea.Deaa sel.ae Oa*.4e reloht 
(touo to fctli Bo io ot tkg right kond, Tkjf mor, ojf, Lord, io groot. 

SO ipelt der Hlmmel 
ond for 4 _ kove iko 

so irelt der Hiaumel 
ond far o - kovo tko. 

io welt der Slmael 
oHd far o . koifo tko 

so -welt der Hlauael 
ond far o . kaoo the • 

r>. - ^ 

rp . 
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rp 

rr 

VP 

dim. 

«al kei.nerirird n. Sdiaa _ den, 
lt0t tune it made « . ska . med, 

djm. ^^ 

der lei.aer har _ ret. 
tAat mait uf ^ on Thee I 

und kei - ner irird zu Schan L den. 
Let noM ie madg a . tha . med, 

dim, I ^ 1 ^ 

der sei.Ber li&r _ ret. 

und kei-servird zu Schan . den. der sei.ner kar . ret. 
tiat wait uf . on Theo I 

dim. 

und kei. aer idrd zu Sckan . den,.. 
Let none ie made a . tka . med, 

der sei.ner kar . ret. 
tiat raiV «/ _ OH Tkee! 

Basso 

Vcl. 

^ dim. - ^ ^ • I _ t 

ist, «nl kei.aerirird su. Sckan _ den, der aei.ner kar _ ret. 
keat^. Lot noM ho made « . oka . modj tkat mait gf ^ on Tkoo! 

•  r  I  I  r l ,  ^  ^ . . 1 1  , "  i  •  I  

ist} und kei.nerirlrd zu Sckau. den, der sei.ner kar. ret. 
keav^M. Let none ho made a . oka . medj tkat wait *f. on Tkee t 

t-jg- f ^ rl J . I  •  

liit, und kei-nervird zu Sckan. den, der aei.ner kar . ret. 
keat^ne. Let none ke made « . eka . mod, tkat wait on Tkee! 

1 !®!L, 1 1—— , 1 ... r\ 
I  I  I f  ^  J  i J ,  > ]  J I J  J  J  I f  •  ^  

iM, und kei.neridrd zu Sckan. den,.. der sei.ner kar . ret. 
keao^ne. Let none ie made a . aka . med, tkat wait uf _ on Tkee! 
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An interesting feature of this number is that Mendelssohn 
adapted the melody—" the only specimen of a Lutheran 
Chorale in this old-testamential workas Mendelssohn 
described it—from one in a hymn-book published in Meiningeri, 
Germany, in 1693, called the " Meiningen Gesangbuch", 
where it is set to the hymn, " O Gott, du frommer Gott 
Mendelssohn altered the melody to fit the words of the Quartet, 
and added his own harmonization. The tune was originally as 
follows: 

1  1  1  J  J  1  I I I  
^  M  T  •  ^  

' 1  r  i  '  [  I f  ^  ^  1  

A varied version of this old Chorale^, with the same title, is 
to be found in J. G. C. Stoerl's Choralbuch, published in 
Stuttgart in 1710, where it appears thus: 
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Incidentally, the hymn-tune is included as No. 185 of the 
" Hymnal of the Canadian Church of England where it is 
called " Munich (Bremen)the source being stated as 
" Meiningisches Gesangbuch, 1693 ". It also appears in the 
Canadian Presbyterian Hymn Book, and in the old and new 
editions of the Evangelical Lutheran Hymnals of North America. 
In the two latter hymn books the source of the tune is given 
as " Neuvermehtres Gesangbuch, published in Meiningen, Ger
many, in 1693", and "J. G. C. Stoerl's Choralbuch, 1710", 
respectively. The Presbyterians call the tune " Devotion 
the Lutherans call it " Munich The actual composer of the 
tune, however, remains a mystery. The version given in these 
Canadian collections (Ex. 7) is based on Mendelssohn's 
amended form of the tune. It may be interesting to compare it 
with Mendelssohn's version (Ex. 8); 

-  j  J  J  j -  -J  i j  1  1  I I  

r 1  '  f  
J  J  J  „  J  

k r f j  t  r  
11 ^ j 1 

OQ; 'II 

r  K  '  r T r f T '  • "  

TI  I'L '1 J | i  1 1 E,. 
&  j i  1  

1 ^ 
f prS—pJ-

! i  j / , 1 ^  ^ ! i „  ]  1  J  •  
'6—h" =73—p—1 

\U j J j j -TT J-H-

1  ' r  p r i  M  u  

J  1 1  1  1  I I  

a - - • 5 — -

p r r  •  
] 1J  j  - •  

9—p— oo:—ti a 
' 1  r  f  1 "  r  " |  '  ' I '  r  r  r '  "  
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Piii adagio ^ ^ ^ 

rrr 
t' / Ki! i[,'11 

r\ 

P ' iJJj  i i  
r  F F f c r r g  "f" f-r g g 

J 1 ^  J  

g  ^ '  M  I  r  r  I  f ^ '  F  I f  p r  r  r , .  
!;• r'r BT f =  

/Mi ' I ' l l  l } l i  PTT 

-  1 ^ -
f  r  ' f j ; ,  f ' r r r  "  
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NM6.RECITATIV0 COB COiiO. 

Oboi. 

Fagoiii. 

Corni in Es. . 

Corni in . 

Tromlie in E. 

. TVombone Alto. 

Troiobonblbiore.' 

Trombone Basso. 

«• 

ViollAo I. 
rr 

Violino II. 
rr 

Viola. 

rr 
Soprano. 

Alto. 

Tenore. 

Eliag. 
Basso S^olo. 

vnd AeUu Em . g«l im fimlerflaiuiea, Der iul«Lna Die - aeriaadtitn 6«lit«ni, 
O.TktHifKhv maiki^lkiiu An . . geU SpuriU, Tkoiit rkotw miiLUUn m/Umiaf 

Organo.' 
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•^egyb confuoco. J; 

i 
9T«ltC, 

er49C. 

«rm»9. 

ertte. 

Daflxro.erfiel kari 

Das Yolk. Tk^firt inctnitfrp 

Dulto.«rfl«i Aer.aD! 

1I0 lier.ab! Tkajxrt ieteendMjnmkMfn! lea. 
Let tkem «*« det.eeiid!. 

erne. 
Alleffro con fnoco. 
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r  r r  
XT 

J.J|J J.ii J * m m 
J nj  n 

-<r  . •  ^  

* 

i i i E . H .  

da«FBft.«r fi«l lieT . as! dufWa.er ft«l kqr. 

Meav'nf 
^  f  f  I t  I ' ,  

7%0/fr» ietetniM from hee^nl— 

P 

d«s Teu. «r fl«l &er - ab! 

The fin ieteenitf^rnkfa^iil 

ds8 F^u. er fiel h«r. ab! 

Jr.  f f '  f l  w f l i^  

Thtfxrt d9»c9nia from hatful 

iiiijc 
fltfl b«r. 

I-  ^  

LOJ dju 'tJiJiUJ tliJ lUi-
jr 
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^ p p' p'r 
er fiel her . ab L er fiel her. 

ieMSenit /htm kwfnl _ J«McendM.jromk4uo*iii 

Feu _ _ er! 
fire deaeenial 

Die FlaoLBe fraea da« Brand 
Theftamet to)u»ume hU •//* kevfnI 

er fiel her.ah! 
dencejtdjt. from keai^H / 

er! 
detiienda kea,thi' 

^ ah! Die Flamme tn»» das Brand _ . _ . o . pfer, die Flamse frass das 
kta ojf* - - rin^, kU tk*flam*m com. ammt^ eon 

•^4— . , • " • 
•• 1 i?:-

¥]rt~ 
i-i 1— 

• U, m *- • f 
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Fan - . eri 
fire • deacends! 

die Fmb 

Die Hanae fraM das Brand _ 
TkaflamtMevn.aumt ii« 9ft* .. 

w 
V: •jy- "v.  

die FlaB.aM frasa theftamea dm^anme Brand . . 0 . |fer,ue Flam . me fraat, die 
«/f . . '^'ML I ftcMtf eon . #«4i4> M# 

Die Flamjae £rass das Braiid 
Jk«ftttme4fn.mtm0 hit ojf* 

plSIT'die Flam.Bejdie Flam . de frass, die 
rii^, the fUm»» C9H ~ his »JJ*' ring,theflamtM, . the 

Br«nd _ - o _ f fwr ipen 
eume hia ejf* _ ring,^ fire. r Hel ]i«r. sb! Di«FlAm_ma fraaa, 

deeeenda JhmhMt^Hf the/femea een . axme. 

I f  r  r  r  
'f 

UJ- If  f^  

/ 
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r r  f i v  •I  i f  f ir  IT 

eonjiume, the ftamtt 

flam«*^ 

aemfrej' 
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rm J-

' 11 Jj i 1^ I'l '1^ 

, r 

( i  

Flam ne frass das 0 . . pfer, • die Flanuiiio frast 
tkefkmr^MH . flameM 

hit »ff . rt«^, ik« COM . »aM4 

Fl&m , 
flamea me frass das 0 . pier, 

wa -  »um« kU •  9ff <. 
die Flam n>e xraM 
tk»flame$e9H.9um* hit 

e F2a»-aa frass das 0 . pi<r, 
ki4— »Jf\ . riuj, Ting, the flamta eon - tnme 
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si#V i 4 S * - i ^ 

$ 
i i 

$ P I 

da« 0 . pfer^Fallt nle. in auf en .. er An ^ nie _ d«r 
ring!^ B« . ftre Bim^ UF - OK $o»r ^ . eoo Jkit', ko - fort Himf mo. 

•Jt -

pwr. Ikllt iiie - 4er *af en - er An _ ^. siehtjlidlt 'iile . Am, vit 
riHjf/ Bt.fort Bim, uf. on $our fa , eto fktl; kt L fort Bim, «/. 

Y^r P ' U  r 0 jfar, 
W - "V» 

das 
Ait 

0 -

sSL 

It-' h r rTTI r r r r ^ ̂  1 r J « T" 
Flaauie iraw_ das Opfor. Fall 

pfor. Fallt ale - der aiifeii _ er An - ^sidit) fallt 
ring-/ Be . /ar# iTiji, of.en fogr fo - oeo fiUj h<t 

dia ] 
f^tft* 'omoo oom-oumt. das Opfer. Fallt nle . der aofeu . er. AIL . fvaiaht, fallt 

Aio offhing! Bo . fort Bim, «/.#« jfour fa _ ceo fad} ke . 
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V F i' ! ^ trz 

^5 

«ii w er An g9 ~ tldUifftllt ale.ier ««f eu.er An.gv . gldit,. 
-sfi-

fklU Ble.iffr 

oe* /ttUf he, fore Bimf «/ _ onyoerfe.eee fait: BfiA 

ttlf . der anf en . er An. gv.sidit; . en.er An.^ . tickt, 

•  HtMf  he . fore  J l im f ' fh  he . fore  Bimf  u f  _ en ifeur fa.eee 

foUt aie.ler 

he.fere ffim, 
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J-

^ eri»r.' 

«,Tif eu.er . Aii.ge.>ldit! Oer fi«rr ist 04tt,dt?r H^rr ist 
• ; r7\ frp /T\ errnr. •  j f / f  ,  I I 

i>'' I ^ r I r mf.9H t fa tr  fa^eeufal l l  74# Lord U God^Uit  Lord 
"> i J I.J, ji jii ' a  

Gott, iifT Hcrr 

I f  7  i i > 7  I  
God. O /«.• '. 

p 
ereae. 

f tuT eu.er  An.  Der Heir  Gott ,der  Herr i s t  
/?' fm I emo. 

uf^oHgour fa^cemfal l !  Tkt  Lord U God,  tk t  Lord to  
. . . . O 

Gott, d«r 

God, O /« . m 
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/T\ 

un.aer Gott Ist ein ei . ni.^r HeiT,vjid e« siiLd keLue aadeziL 
• ^ ^ I . I r I I 

63t 

ra^ e/ iear! Our 

^ I 
it 9M Lord and we will kav9 

Uim. vn.fler Gott iat elu ei _ sl.jrer Herr^ *uiid -et Bind kieLne 
ttr T ^ f t f ^ 

ter 

ra^tl kearl Our 

'I' 

i* oM Lord und w* will ka99 w 0 .tker 

1 I ^ i I I I I . 

Gvd 
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IN9 32. CORO. 
Aadonte sostenuto. J .«. 

Fliiuti 

OWi. 

Cliirinetti in B. 

Fag'otii. 

Violiuo I. 

Viollno II. 

Tioja. 

Soprano. 

Alto. 

Tenore. 

Basso. 

au das Ea.dr Whurrt, diT 
Hf ihut nhnllh ihf enA, nhalt. 

wird M -wrr1)i» aa das 
hf  'M.  vedf  tkafnkaf f  En.dts bfliarrt, diT—».wird 

duiv fa the etiil, nhaff h* 

J J J J ' i T  J  J  ^  I  f  p  H  ̂  I -  J  j  
En.d(> beliaiTt, der idrd se . . irrrbls an das Eii.de Ofharrt, drr wirdse • dure to fhfiend, xhul! hr .ia _ _ rprf; hethatshaUeit^dtinto the end, he n • 

T^rbls an das En.d(> beliaiTt, der idrd se . 
Ur that»haJlen-inn h the end, nhaJI he m -

pp 

P  p  f  I - i p T H ' j  i [ . 7  f  i r 7 r  i r  r  r  f  i r  p  T f 
'Werbis an du» Efli.de Wharrt, der_ idrd se. lip, imrbis an das He Hat than en.dure t» the ntd, nhatl he M.tW; he thet^eH em. 

yp 

'^'erbia an das En.dt* beliarrt, He thefthaH en.dMiv to the end, dt-TnIri Turrbis an das 
shnJJ he M . tW; he thultAeH en . 

En.dA bebarrtj dw wli^ t»e . %» dure to the end, thaJ!^ he m . iwW, 

En.de bfharrt, 
dure to the end, 

prpano. 

Violonct'Uo e 
Basso, 

Aada&te sostenuto. 
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rrrMr. 

j i tii ^- iJ 

*i>J J 

er^juf. 

erene. 

il'lej.fntjf Jliil I'MJ.' I. Iji ijl^M  I ' l l  1 , ^  

M.lig, He 
M.W, _ 9fd, *kaU^ iff «r . twA «(«// 

M das £iL.dr leliarrt, d«r wlrd #«•. lift -e.% . 
ved, M . 

irwM* ta dMSuifel 

m rTiT' f \ ( f f  f rr tYj} \ f \ \  f \ r f} / fTfT\ ?  
der wird s« . . lijr> dn* ^wird m . li^. der wlrd se . . m . Uf, diT_ irird m . Ug, 

hf M( . . Vtif ^gff—.,— iff «r. 9^ cio/ir ir^ M0/7 irr M« 'tll4lU^ ht M . W/ 

v f r f i O  
-•wird 80 . _ Ug, 
_ «r _ _ iW. 

verbis aa das Ea.de W.harri, l ̂  nird tc . tu tke tuif *kZ7—Ir* «•  .  

j i ' t  C ^ U ^ j jn r r rn^ J i r  r r . r  
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A f Jf ,-»• 

m ^' f  

#v -f r "r r fif j> «MMI. ' ' ' ^ 

Jim. 

* 
iif F»'^y, 

UL 

Jim. 

i i J  ̂  i 
Jim. 

Jim. 

J J ^ 11*^] 

y . «/«««•. 

mr Um an diiit En-de le.luiiTt, der.^ 
he tint ith«lt em - Arm /i^* tnJ, »haU^ 

• 
^im: 

Jim. 

imrUft an das h» fM «l«/7 M . 

^ rl 
bi» an das Eiudi* fteJiarrt, drr -wird le . werm aft dat En. h« thai thtU M . Jun* kf that sialt fnJure f» the »nJ. man he^ m -

mrlkit as dai« Ea-de he thaf^wffett^Jiir* h the enJ, der irlrdw -
Jv M • 

. li|̂ , iverbia an das £&.-& Miarr^^r. • v^f he that ^ AaUan.JwraUtheanif 

r  • !  r  p f t i ' ^  r  
as dasEn.de ie.hairtdfTTii^ s« 

^'''- p. 
In jijifTrT^ 

•Jiy; 
V f J f  

Wt Ms as dasEn.de m.hair^dfTTi]^ s« . irerlis an das £Ld« W-fearrt,. - He that ^all fnJure t$ the enJ^ dali he m- vnfi hethaf»hall fn.Jureta the W,- . deriHrd . ah«n ie 

M j-i Jw M,. i  •1 

M 
J 

rr-Tf 

.1 r"^ m 

j i  I  I  i r  i r g  i '  
?: V 

fe-

I ^ r I fW Jim. J* 
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ihi. 

mi dm. mi 
-PF 

dim. 

En.di VhaiTt, der—iriid w.lj|r, m 
dure h He end, tkaff 

. de hekairt.der,^ dor iriid se . li;, der wM m . h the end. he *kaU he m . he^ m. 

wird 

dim. 

in irird te . %, 
tkafi he M . 

d«r idrd M . he sa . der iikiiU -

t ry  

dim. 
, W 33. RECITATIVO. 

Molino I. 

Viola. 

Elias. 

Basso Solo. 
>%r.bir;^ dein Antlitz aioht vor hide Mf th^ face, 0 Lerd, from H«rr^ e» wird Nacht um • mioh, eei dn nJoht f«r . . Be! Night falLefh round me, O L»rd! Be Thou not far from me! 

Violoncello e 
Basso. 



CHOR. 

Flauti. 

dboi. 

Clarinetti is B. 

Fagotti. 

Corni is Eg. 

Tromboni Alto 
e Tenore. 

TromboneBasso] 

VP 

Viblinol. 

Violino n. 

Viola. 

Soprano. 

Es'Wirl ein Stern auJ&.eob aQl.p&Aiuid ein Scep.tertnsIs . ra^' 

Alto. 

Tenore. 

Basso. 

Violoncello. 

Basso. 
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~ 

^ 

rjLL 

"f • 1 
' 

'—r 'J ''ij^ ! " , 
/ 

T 

^ 1 f 
iJ. 

1 UJ-

- f——i=±_ , . u-i ' 

i -— n 

^ _ _ 

liK mjnin.rH mmmm mmm^ n^mrn «ji '' 
•W 1 1 ) M 1 

lifih niirnmrn nrlS 

j;" 3SW 
' 

^ rti 1 1 
' ' f, 

k!iiB.M. 

~ nld eCi. 1 
1. 

-j r-,, J . . 

• ' . 1" f r 1 M r 1 i=d 
Es iflrd eia St«ri tos Ja . col 

t 'f ' 

k!iiB.M. 

~ nld eCi. 1 
1. 
' _ 0' 0' f f-
3e«p.<eri>ili . n.el 

J ~ 1 " . M ^ ,r If pf ^ 
koBLAea. £i wild ela Stent ui J« . oo> 

^ 
r" - • ^ r ' 1 - .. 1' ' r 1  I I .  rr r 1 
• Es wild ela Sten «ii Ja. 
IL..̂  ., F, ,.• -J, 

' ' '' 1^ ^ - r P r r ir [••_ ^ir r -| F« -wlrA mti, KUm »ttt Im caK «nf •«« J* *wh 

/Inrt s ,  ̂
"o 

ii 
=: -; ^ : r 

•«• 

1_ . 
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A'', i \ \ h ̂  J-— •|i rr^ J- i )r^ •1 J J J 

fi ^ M 

r r f" -* f 

i m 

f.-f r 1. 
J-i 1— 

^JL-J== 

^ iirT3 

r f 1' 

^—1 M— 
*1. 

^ntfn-f Q— 

f F 

r r r r ^ 

- p — f —  

. f f f 

r r M 
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Flaati 

Clorinetii in B. 

Goroi in F. 

Comi in B. 

Trombe inB. 

Tromboni Altoy 
Tenore. 
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Timpani in B.F* 
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con moTo. ^ Maestoso 
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N? S-CHORAL. 
Andante con moto.ii.iLA84; 
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Soprano 1.11. 

Htr . ftp, MsU .1 Ifu Um . ket Him 

Alto. 

Tenore I.II 

Nna lu . let 
V- . 
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Basso, 
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Viola. 
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Tenore I.II. 

Basso. 

Organo 

Violoncello. 

Basso. 

Un poco piu animato. 
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